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I have been trying to figure out Liliana Porter’s early 1970s works since Harper 
Montgomery’s Global Conceptualism seminar in 2015. After a comical number of false starts, it 
is 2020 and this thesis finally exists, in a form so different than what I ever imagined, because of 
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Hunter’s art department for the unflagging support over several years: in particular, thank you to 
Susanna Cole, Cynthia Hahn, Lynda Klich, and Howard Singerman; and to Laura Frantz, unsung 
hero of the MA program. I’m also grateful to have been awarded an Estrellita Brodsky 
Scholarship for this work, which helped me visit archives, excavating the information that makes 
up the primary research of this text.  
I wrote most of this thesis isolated in my New York apartment, while the US was 
quarantining to slow the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. Many people cheered me to the 
finish, even as I felt I was running on quicksand. Thank you to my compassionate team at 
International Print Center New York, who gave me the flexibility I needed to finally do this 
work; and to Chelsea Silva, who performed essential translation assistance. For practical and 
moral support, thank you to Brooke Rowzee, gold-star roommate; and to Wyoh Lee, Marie 
Coneys, Alana Hernandez, and Andrew Korn. Thank you to Ann Kalmbach and Tana Kellner for 
introducing me to multiples and being a second family. To my parents, who seem to believe I 
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can do anything; and to my sister, who provided at times hourly check-ins to make sure I was 
still moving forward: thank you, for everything. I can’t wait to celebrate with all of you once we 
can go outside again.  
Lastly, Liliana Porter and Ana Tiscornia have shown me incredible warmth, opening their 
home and studio to me more than once. Liliana gave generously of her time, let me rifle through 
her negatives and boxes of unprocessed material, answered many questions, and always made 
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Figure 1  Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
Photograph 8 × 10 inches. Overall dimensions variable, graphite 10 to 40 inches on 
each side. 
Figure 2  The Line, 1973. Photoetching with graphite. Plate: 11 ¾ × 12 inches. 
Figure 3  To Be Wrinkled and Thrown Away, 1969. Offset print on paper with offset 
instructions and envelope.  
Figure 4  Shadow for Two Olives, 1969. One in a set of four offset cards and envelopes sent 
from Instituto Torcuato Di Tella, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Each card 4 ¼ × 5 3/8 
inches; each envelope 5 × 6 inches.  
Figure 5 To Be Wrinkled and Thrown Away, 1969. Six blocks of letter size copy paper 
attached to wooden base. Overall dimensions 32 × 48 × 4 inches.  
Figure 6 Shadows, installed at the Instituto Torcuato Di Tella, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 
1969. Paint on wall. Site-specific installation, dimensions variable. 
Figure 7 Wrinkle Environment, installed at the Museo de Bellas Artes, Caracas, 1969. Offset 
prints on wall. Site-specific installation, dimensions variable. 
Figure 8 Untitled (Nails), 1972, installed at the Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
Silkscreen on wall, strings, and nails. Dimensions variable. 
Figure 9 Hook, 1973. Gelatin silver print with string. 12 × 8 ¾ inches.  
Figure 10 The Square, 1973. Set of six gelatin silver prints. 8 ½ × 11 inches each.  
Figure 11 Untitled (Hands and Triangle), 1973. Gelatin silver print, 8 × 8 inches.  
Figure 12  Untitled (Self-portrait with square), 1973. Gelatin silver print, 27 × 22 ½ inches.  
Figure 13  Untitled (Porter and Camnitzer with drawing), 1973. Gelatin silver print, 11 ½ × 12 
¾ inches.  
Figure 14 Untitled (Triangle), 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
Photographs 8 × 10 inches. Overall dimensions variable, approximately 52 × 52 
inches. 
Figure 15a. Untitled (Circle), 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
Photograph 8 × 10 inches; overall dimensions approximately 70 inches in diameter. 
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Figure 15b. All six iterations of the photographs used in Untitled (Circle), 1973. These are now 
known as follows. Top: Untitled (Circle I) and Untitled (Circle II); middle: Untitled 
(Circle III) and Untitled (Circle IV); bottom: Untitled (Circle VI) and Untitled 
(Circle, version II B).  
 
Figure 16 Untitled (Geometric Group), 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
Photographs 8 × 10 inches. Overall dimensions variable; photographs 
approximately 42 to 50 inches from floor. 
Figure 17  Douglas Huebler, Duration Piece #7, 1973. Fourteen black and white photographs 
and statement. Overall dimensions 39 ¼ × 32 ½ inches. Published in Jeremy 
Gilbert-Rolfe, “Douglas Huebler’s Recent Work,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 
(February 1974): 60. 
Figure 18  Victor Burgin, Photopath, 1969. Photographic print. Published in Roelof Louw, 
“Victor Burgin: Language and Perception,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 
(February 1974): 53. 
Figure 19 Porter installing a version of Untitled (Circle I) on a collector’s ceiling. Published 
in Paul S. Newman, “Why Do You Collect Art?” The Alternative Center News 
[New York], 7. Liliana Porter’s personal archive. 
 
Figure 20 Jan Dibbets, Perspective Correction, My Studio I, 2: Square with 2 Diagonals on 
Wall, 1969. Gelatin silver emulsion on canvas. 45 7/16 × 45 9/16 inches. The 
Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
 
Figure 21 The cover of the catalogue for Porter’s 1974 solo exhibition at Museo de Arte 
Moderno, Bogotá. Documents of Latin American and Latino Art, International 
Center for the Arts of the Americas at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. 
Figure 22 The image used in Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], here turned on its side, published in 
the catalogue for Porter’s 1974 solo exhibition at Museo de Arte Moderno, Bogotá. 
Documents of Latin American and Latino Art, International Center for the Arts of 
the Americas at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. 
Figure 23  A version of the photo-drawing-installations illustrated in the catalogue for 27 
grabados hispanoamericanos en la Bienal de Ibiza: Sala de Exposiciones del 
Instituto de Cultura Hispanica de Madrid (1975). 
Figure 24 Bulletin published by Centro de Arte y Comunicación (CAyC), Buenos Aires, 
1974. Liliana Porter’s personal archive. 
Figure 25  Untitled (Line), 1973. Photograph and graphite on wall. Photograph printed 2012. 
Photograph: 7 7/8 × 9 7/8 inches. Overall installation dimensions variable; graphite 
10 to 40 inches. Edition: 3 + 2 AP.  
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Figure 26 Untitled (Line II), 1973. Photograph and graphite on wall. Photograph printed 2012. 
Photograph: 7 7/8 × 9 7/8 inches. Overall installation dimensions variable; graphite 
10 to 40 inches. Edition: 3 + 2 AP. 
Figure 27  Untitled (Triangle with one hand | left), 1973. Photograph and graphite on wall. 
Photograph printed 2012. Photograph: 7 7/8 × 9 7/8 inches. Overall installation 
dimensions variable; graphite approximately 40 inches on each side. Edition: 5 + 2 
AP. 
Figure 28 The Line, 2011. Portfolio of five gelatin silver prints with black ink. 12 3/5 × 10 3/5 
× 1/2 in. Published by Toluca Editions, Paris. Edition: 25 + 5 HC 
Figure 29 Dóra Maurer, Tracing Space I, Tracing Space II, and Plan, 1979. Gelatin silver 
prints on cardboard and graphite on paper. 27 1/2 × 39 7/16 inches; 27 1/2 × 39 
7/16 inches; 11 3/4 × 15 11/16 inches. The Museum of Modern Art, New York. 
Figure 30  Geta Brătescu, The Studio. Invocation of the Drawing, 1979. Gelatin silver prints 







In 1973, Liliana Porter made a small group of works that might be best described by the 
awkward compound noun “photo-drawing-installations.” They begin with black and white 
photographs, mostly of her hand set against a blank, white space. A line is drawn inside the 
photographic space, forging a path across her empty backdrop and traversing the skin of her 
hand, before extending to the border of the photographic print. There it breaks out of the frame, 
as a graphite line inscribed onto the wall itself. This line becomes the graphic and conceptual 
anchor of Porter’s piece, activating the wall to become a part of a site-dependent installation and 
thus completing the work. Porter’s works like these, such as Untitled (Line) [Horizontal] of 1973 
(Figure 1), create confrontations among multiple registers of time, space, and representation. 
Here, the photographic realism of Porter’s hand contrasts with the abstraction of her drawn line; 
the pictorial, representative space inside the photograph is juxtaposed against the real space of 
the wall; and the temporality of the moment captured by the photograph is juxtaposed with the 
temporality of the drawn mark inscribed on the wall.  
Porter made several works like Untitled (Line) [Horizontal] around 1973, all involving 
the use of photographic prints and graphite drawings executed on the wall. Many have noted that 
a preoccupation with reproduction motivates the work, yet most of these critical interpretations 
have focused on how she produced photographic simulacra that called into question the limits of 
representation. Porter herself has explained that she was interested in how the real and the virtual 
came together in these works, exposing the constructed condition of images and forcing a 
dialogue between fiction and reality. 
Yet reproduction is not only a philosophical concern for Porter; rather, it was 
fundamental to her approach to creating works in the 1970s. She was, of course, trained in 
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printmaking, and came of age artistically in during the artists’ multiple boom of the 1960s. 
Furthermore, of her decades-long habit of repeating herself—of reusing imagery and executing 
projects again and again—she has said, “Maybe it’s because I started out as a printmaker: when 
you make a print and execute it forty times, the image becomes a mantra.”1 Indeed, a closer look 
at how the photo-drawing-installations were made and circulated reveals their high degree of 
portability and reproducibility: they were made of photographic prints that could multiply and 
travel as needed. They were also placed into installations that depended on physical exhibition 
sites in order to be fully realized or completed. In the decades since they were first made, they 
have been re-installed and restaged over and over, springing up at different sites and different 
times—or, sometimes, at different sites at the same time.  
Focused chiefly on the photo-drawing-installations, this thesis places Porter’s early 1970s 
work in a historical context that reveals her practice to be permutational, dispersed, and mobile.  
It argues that the artist employed strategies of reproduction and contingency in order to circulate 
these open-ended works among multiple sites, allowing them to signify in varying registers and 
in different local contexts. Analyzing the display and critical reception of these works reveals 
how they moved through and generated meaning within the circuitry of Europe, New York, and 
Latin America as Porter herself—then working within a network of diasporic artists from Latin 
America—moved among various hubs of artistic activity. Moreover, it shows how the works 
reemerged forty years later, when, on the one hand, the artist revisited the works and, on the 
other, their increased visibility led to their re-entry into a new institutional, critical, and 
economic landscape.  
 
1 Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation with/en conversación con Inés Katzenstein, ed. Gabriel Pérez-Barreiro 
(New York: Fundación Cisneros, 2013), 79.  
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Porter was born to a filmmaker father and a poet mother in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 
1941. As a teenager, she attended the Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City, where she 
studied under the Colombian painter and printmaker Guillermo Silva Santamaria and the 
German-born Mexican painter and sculptor Mathias Goeritz. After returning to Buenos Aires and 
completing her education at the Escuela Nacional de Bellas Artes, she moved to New York in 
1964 and co-founded the artist-run print collective the New York Graphic Workshop (NYGW). 
Alongside her fellow NYGW co-founders Luis Camnitzer and José Guillermo Castillo, Porter 
developed a practice that emphasized the liberating potential of reproduction over the technical 
master of printmaking’s craft; in her work of this period, she made multiples and site-specific 
works that experimented with space and the body. By the early 1970s, Porter was splitting her 
time between Italy and Long Island and making the photo-drawing-installations alongside a body 
of related photographs, before quickly moving on to other projects in the mid-to-late-1970s. She 
began to develop her mature work in the 1980s, putting toys and tchotchkes into situations that 
she photographed against blank white expanses. For decades, she has used an interdisciplinary 
method of display, assembling various elements such as her photographs, found objects, and 
drawn elements in flexible, site-responsive modes of installation. Today, Porter is an 
internationally-recognized artist whose practice involves a continued re-investigation and re-
negotiation of the work that she has made before. She displays a tremendous degree of fluidity: 
in 2018, she debuted Them, a collaboration with Ana Tiscornia and her first theatre production in 
the US, at The Kitchen, New York. Throughout it all, she has remained consistent in her ongoing 
exploration of time, narrative, and the representative functions of images. She continues to make 
her home in the New York area.  
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 The majority of the literature on Porter has taken the form of exhibition catalogues. 
Among the earliest key publications is Liliana Porter: Fragments of the Journey, 1968–1991, 
published to accompany a 1992 mid-career retrospective at The Bronx Museum of the Arts. In a 
short text narrating two decades of Porter’s work, Mari Carmen Ramírez argues that Porter’s 
work can be understood as a poetics of absence and presence, of fragmented memory and time. 
Here, she lacks the space to elaborate a historical context for Porter, other than in broad strokes, 
situating her as a receiver of influences that are both North American/European and 
Argentinean.2 Ramírez briefly discusses two of Porter’s 1973 photographs, noting her use of a 
technique Ramírez calls “double distancing”3—a self-conscious pointing out of illusion as 
illusion—created through the layering of different temporal and representative registers. 
Elsewhere in this catalogue, Charles Merewether touches on Porter’s “fascination with [an 
image’s] support” and briefly noted that the photoetching and graphite work The Line (1973, 
Figure 2) “shows how an image is constructed over time and across space” to self-consciously 
point to its own making and its implicit status as a copy.4 Yet Merewether missed an opportunity 
to examine how these ideas might be expounded further by the photo-drawing-installations, 
which remained uninvestigated in this catalogue.  
A second major monograph accompanied the 2003 exhibition Liliana Porter: Fotografía 
y ficción (Photography and Fiction) held at the Centro Cultural Recoleta, Buenos Aires and the 
 
2 On one hand, she says, Porter “inherits a legacy…initiated by de Chirico, expanded by Magritte, and 
reformulated…by the Pop artists of the Sixties.” On the other, she asserts that Porter has been equally influenced by 
an Argentinean legacy that includes not only Jorge Luis Borges, but artists such as Xul Solar, Marcelo Bonevardi, 
and Fernando Maza, evidenced by a shared interested in fragmentation. Mari Carmen Ramírez, “Illusive Fragments: 
Liliana Porter's Art of Memory,” in Liliana Porter: Fragments of the Journey, 1968–1991 (New York: Bronx 
Museum of the Arts, 1992), 15–16. 
3 Ibid., 16. 




Museo Castagnino, Rosario. Curated by Inés Katzenstein, this exhibition was key in increasing 
the visibility of the artist’s early 1970s work. This bilingual publication was one of the first 
major volumes on Porter’s work: it reproduced twice the number of works on view in the 
exhibition, and republished a collection of writing on Porter that dated back to the late 1970s. 
Here, Katzenstein asserts that photography and its fraught relationship to representation was the 
central concern of Porter’s oeuvre, and connects her to the postmodern French philosopher Jean 
Baudrillard, who theories of the simulacrum guide Katzenstein’s approach. With respect to the 
1970s, she draws comparisons between Porter’s photography practice and that of Douglas 
Heubler, discussing how both artists use the camera as a tool to document an action or 
performance. Katzenstein only briefly glosses over Porter’s 1973 photographs in which the artist 
superimposes a drawn line on her finger—“transforming the body into ‘representation’ of the 
body”—but does not comment on Porter’s use of installation. Instead, she argues that Porter 
interrogates “the philosophical challenges that technical reproductivity imposed on the status of 
the image.”5 This comment is insightful but left incomplete. For Katzenstein, as for many of 
Porter’s interlocutors, the issue is the ontology of the photograph. Yet the mechanical 
reproducibility of Porter’s 1973 works also plays out in a very practical and material way: it is 
not only the status of the image that is at stake, but also the stability of the artwork. What 
happens when the artwork is a material and conceptual proposition deliberately made to exist in 
multiple sites at once?  
 
5 Inés Katzenstein, “Liliana Porter: Photography and Fiction,” in Liliana Porter: Fotografía y ficción, ed. Inés 
Katzenstein (Buenos Aires: Centro Cultural Recoleta y Malba-Colección Costantini, 2003), 197. In this volume, two 
essays worked to situate Porter historically. See Shifra Goldman, “Presences and Absences: Liliana Porter in New 
York, 1964–1974,” 215–219; and Florencia Bazzzano-Nelson, “Art and Language: The Enigmas of Liliana Porter,” 
228–232. Both of these texts were first written in 1990, and neither addressed the photo-drawing-installations.  
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In general, subsequent catalogues have reinforced the these dialogues surrounding 
Porter’s production, focusing on themes of time, representation, and real and virtual space. 
Tobias Ostrander, in the catalogue for the 2009 exhibition Línea de tiempo (Time Line) at the 
Museo Tamayo in Mexico City, highlights how Porter has used acts of repetition throughout her 
practice, and how she has stages a “dialogue with white gallery space.”6 Yet he does not 
elaborate on what that repetition and engagement with the gallery space might bring to bear on 
issues such as authorship, circulation, and location, focusing instead on the formal and 
conceptual issues of representative space and time.  
The only scholarly publication focused on the artist is Florencia Bazzano-Nelson’s 2008 
monograph Liliana Porter and the Art of Simulation. Bazzano-Nelson’s task is to advance a 
theoretical framework for Porter’s oeuvre, discussing “the playful subversive dismantling of the 
limits that firmly separate everyday reality from the world of illusion and simulacra.”7 She 
elaborates this argument by showing how Porter engages with the Argentine writer Jorge Luis 
Borges, the Belgian surrealist painter René Magritte, and Jean Baudrillard. However, while 
Bazzano-Nelson does cover Porter’s entire career, her focus is on the late 1970s forward and she 
relegates the photo-drawing-installations and their related photographs to a footnote, calling 
them “several interesting series of works dealing with photography.”8 Moreover, although 
Bazzano-Nelson positions Porter as a “global” artist, her discussion rarely places Porter within 
an exhibition, collecting, and critical context to examine how Porter might fit into that global 
map. Still, she provides a comprehensive biography that summarizes several decades of Porter’s 
 
6 Tobias Ostrander, “Time Line,” in Liliana Porter: Línea de tiempo (Mexico City: Fundación Olga y Rufino 
Tamayo, 2009), 47. 
7 Florencia Bazzano-Nelson, Liliana Porter and the Art of Simulation (Aldershot, England; Burlington, VT: 
Ashgate, 2008), 1.  
8 Ibid., 41.  
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practice and her relationship to the US and Argentina. Her impressively-researched bibliography 
provided me instrumental direction in locating critical responses to Porter’s activity in Buenos 
Aires in the 1970s.  
The bilingual monograph Liliana Porter in Conversation with/en conversación con Inés 
Katzenstein, published in 2013 by the Fundación Cisneros, is a rich resource, constituting the 
largest published collection of Porter’s own words. In it, Katzenstein takes us inside the artist’s 
experience, which is particularly helpful for understanding Porter’s relationship to the New York 
art world in the 1960s and early 70s. Yet Katzenstein stays close to the familiar interpretive 
model, describing Porter’s practice before the 1990s as “the didactic experimentation with 
different planes of virtuality and presence.”9 The publication also exemplifies one of the 
methodological issues visible in the literature on Porter: a reliance on the artist’s narrative, which 
although remarkably consistent and lucid, can at times belie the complexity of her own practice. 
This is also the case in Bazzano-Nelson’s study, which was built on the author’s decades-long 
conversations with the artist. As my research also relies in part on interviews with Porter—
particularity in an effort to reconstruct the conditions of how the photo-drawing-installations 
were made some fifty years ago—it is instructive to remember that the artist’s voice is one text 
in a field of many. The fact that Porter has repeatedly been tasked with situating her own 
production also speaks to the volume of scholarly work left to be done. 
To date, there has been no sustained study of Porter’s early 1970s works that addresses 
issues of circulation, exhibition, and reception. The prevailing interpretive models don’t fully 
attend to the way Porter’s drawn line registers the artist’s presence by recording a performative, 
 
9 Inés Katzenstein, in Liliana Porter in Conversation with / en conversación con Inés Katzenstein, ed. Gabriel Pérez-




repetitive gesture on a specific, concrete site of display. Additionally, what remains outside the 
scope of the literature is a reflection on the artist’s commitment to creating works that 
fundamentally existed as multiples so as to be portable, inexpensive, and reproducible. This 
thesis aims to draw out these conditions of the photo-drawing-installations by weaving together 
historical narrative, archival materials, extant criticism, and formal analysis.   
 It would be impossible to tell this story without addressing the specter of Conceptual Art, 
or its variants, which has followed Porter throughout her career. Several factors have contributed 
to this and an overarching thread throughout this thesis is how “Conceptual Art,” or 
conceptualism, inscribed the legibility of Porter’s work of 1973. Because such -isms continue to 
be used to describe Porter, even as they are constantly renegotiated in historiographic spheres, I 
should clarify the geographical and historical specificities of these terms. “Conceptual Art” has 
come to be generally understood as a North American and Western European aesthetic 
movement associated with the late 1960s and employing a reductive formal approach that 
developed out of abstraction and Minimalism.10 Before the 1990s, a prevailing way of 
understanding Latin American art of the 1960s and 70s was through a unidirectional 
center/periphery model that suggested Latin American conceptual practices were derivative of 
northern models. Mari Carmen Ramírez’s landmark 1993 essay “Blueprint Circuits: Conceptual 
Art and Politics in Latin America,” commissioned for the catalogue of the exhibition Latin 
American Artists of the Twentieth Century at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, challenged 
this assumption. Her chief claim was that, while North American and British forms of 
conceptualism followed a depoliticized, “tautological” or “self-referential” model, Latin 
 
10 See, for example: Benjamin Buchloh, “Conceptual Art 1962–1969: From the Aesthetic of Administration to the 
Critique of Institutions,” in Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology, eds. Alexander Alberro and Blake Stimson 
(Cambridge, Mass. and London: MIT Press, 1999), 514–537.  
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American forms sprang from a political, “ideological conceptualism,” a term she traced back to 
1974 in both Argentina and Spain.11 Ramírez thus put Latin American conceptualism into a 
dialectical relationship to North American and European production, emphasizing the “deliberate 
assumption of the peripheral condition” as the starting point for Latin Americans’ work.12 These 
artists performed what Ramírez called “strategic inversions of the North American conceptual 
model.”13 She also argued that while North American artists sought to “dematerialize” the object 
of art, Latin American artists sough to reassert its primacy.14 This recovery of an autonomous 
subaltern conceptualism—politically charged and actively interventionist—became a key 
reference point for historicizing the 1960s and 70s.15 
In 1999, the exhibition Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s–1980s at the 
Queens Museum of Art, New York, went further, putting forth a radical reinterpretation of the 
Conceptual Art map. The exhibition’s organizers, Luis Camnitzer, Jane Farver, and Rachel 
Weiss, proposed a model that seemed to call into question the very taxonomy of centers and 
peripheries, presenting artwork from eleven geographic regions that, per the curatorial proposal, 
developed in reaction to social and political issues. Here, Latin America was positioned as just 
one node in a complex network of sites, each with its own specific context and each equally 
 
11 Mari Carmen Ramírez, “Blueprint Circuits: Conceptual Art and Politics in Latin America,” in Conceptual Art: A 
Critical Anthology, 550–562. The term originates with the Spanish critic Simón Marchán Fiz. 
12 Ramírez, “Blueprint Circuits,” 552. 
13 Ibid., 554.  
14 Ibid. On the notion of dematerialization see: Lucy R. Lippard and John Chandler, “The Dematerialization of Art,” 
in Conceptual Art: A Critical Anthology, 46–50. For Oscar Masotta’s use of the term in Argentina, predating 
Lippard’s, see: Oscar Masotta, “After Pop, We Dematerialize” in Inés Katzenstein, Listen, Here, Now!: Argentine 
Art Of The 1960s: Writings of the Avant-Garde (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2004), 208. 
15 Ramírez would rearticulate this argument in “Tactics for Thriving on Adversity: Conceptualism in Latin America, 
1960–1980,” which accompanied the exhibition Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s–1980s, Queens 
Museum of Art, 1999. See Luis Camnitzer, Jane Farver, and Rachel Weiss, eds. Global Conceptualism: Points of 
Origin, 1950s–1980s (Queens, NY: Queens Museum of Art, 1999).  
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autonomous in its development of a language of conceptualism. Camnitzer, a German-born artist 
and writer from Uruguay who moved to New York in 1964, co-founded the NYGW with Porter 
and became a major figure in the field of Latin American conceptualism. Though projects like 
Global Conceptualism, he has argued how “conceptualism” (his preferred term, with a small “c”) 
emerged in Latin American countries as distinct from North American activity. For him, small-c 
“conceptualism” can describe an array of heterogenous, interdisciplinary works that developed, 
existed, and signified internationally, without the baggage of the New York-centric, 
institutionally-sanctioned movement that is “Conceptual Art.”16 Like Ramírez, he has argued that 
conceptualism in Latin America is ideological and engaged with pedagogy in a liberatory 
project; this is demonstrated in the very title of his 2007 study, Conceptualism in Latin American 
Art: Didactics of Liberation.  
Both Ramírez and Camnitzer have made major contributions to the international 
recognition of Latin American art; at the same time, their approaches also raise complicated 
methodological questions. We might consider the possibility of a “flattening” effect of such 
broad classification. For example, the Peruvian curator Miguel A. López has cautioned that 
Ramírez’s notion of Latin American difference, “traces a particularly narrow and dichotomous 
path of analysis, indebted to essentialist nuances that fail to establish a genuine antagonism.”17 
López has argued that the task before historians is not “tirelessly continuing to accommodate 
events in the endless container we believe history to be” but instead, questioning and redrawing 
 
16 Luis Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin American Art: Didactics of Liberation (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 2007), 22–23. In this thesis, I too use “conceptualism” to refer generally to a diffuse approach during the 
1960s and 70s, and will use “Conceptual Art” to refer specifically to the specific movement in North America and 
Britain.  
17 Miguel A. López, trans. Josephine Watson, “How Do We Know What Latin American Conceptualism Looks 
Like?” Afterall: A Journal of Art, Context and Enquiry 23 (Spring 2010): 10. For another critique of the tendancy to 
correlate Latin American conceptualism with political crisis, see Zanna Gilbert, “Ideological Conceptualism and 
Latin America: Politics, Neoprimitivism and Consumptiom,” re:bus 4 (2009): 1–15. 
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histories altogether. Drawing on the work of queer theorist Paul B. Preciado (formerly Beatriz 
Preciado), López proposes an alternative model that is not dependent on what Preciado, in his 
2008 essay “Queer Cartographies,” calls “identity cartography.” As López writes, this alternative 
methodology would avoid the insertion of practices into established taxonomies that produce 
“the topology of the visible,”18 rather doubting the existence of such taxonomies from the start. 
This historiographic practice is 
no longer … a question of establishing formal resemblances between works, or dating 
those that can effectively guide us in recognizing the ‘Conceptual’ or ‘Conceptualist’ 
category (and its regional derivatives such as ‘Argentinean’, ‘Brazilian’, or ‘Latin 
American’) but, rather, of finding out how those narratives have determined the 
materiality and forms of visibility of what they hoped to describe, how they have 
negotiated their place within and without the institution and distributed it after having 
transformed these critical art forms into received knowledge.19 
López’s method might be well-suited to thinking through work like Porter’s. For 
Ramírez—writing for Porter’s first major North American exhibition catalogue just before she 
published “Blueprint Circuits”—Porter “owe[d] a debt to conceptualism,” but occupied a 
“problematic relationship” to the “leading tendencies of contemporary art” in which she could be 
read.20 Indeed, given her movement across continents, and the interdisciplinarity of her practice, 
attempting to place Porter succinctly into any one matrix is complicated. Yet as López cautions, 
applying historiographic shorthand would fail to engage productively with the complex 
conditions under which Porter was producing her works in the early 1970s, and under which 
viewers were encountering them. What was at stake for Porter at the time when she was making 
and exhibiting these hybrid, contingent photo-drawing-installations, besides formal resemblances 
with the tendencies of her contemporaries? What might work like Porter’s bring to bear on our 
 
18 Ibid., 9 
19 Ibid.  
20 Ramírez, “Illusive Fragments,” 15–17. Ramírez doesn’t elaborate exactly what problematics are at play here.  
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thinking about Latin American art? Rather than trying to further enmesh these works in an 
established narrative of conceptualism, Latin American or otherwise, I would like to consider 
them on their own terms. We could ask whether Porter’s work is conceptual, by reading it 
against our existing taxonomies of conceptualism; but it might be more productive to ask when, 
how, and for what purposes they were made legible by discourses of conceptualism.  
With these questions in mind, this thesis examines a small group of works that Porter 
created while living and working between New York and Italy in 1972–73. Chapter one 
describes Porter’s participation in the NYWG (1965–70), establishing how the collective 
reconceived of printmaking as a conceptual strategy for making multiples. I argue that the 
inexpensive, portable, repeatable projects that Porter made during this period—both open-edition 
mail exhibitions and “environments” that often required activation by a viewer to “complete” the 
work—demonstrate her early interest in, by her own account, “editioning a gesture.” This 
concept would directly inform her approach to the photo-drawing-installations she began making 
in 1973, which could be easily disassembled into a stack of photographs, mailed, and installed—
with or without the artist—using little more than tape and a pencil.  
These multiples were thus meant to be completed in situ through an embodied method of 
mark-marking. Working from the idea that the physical exhibition site is a key element in these 
works’ existence, chapter two follows how the photo-drawing-installations moved through 
transnational networks in the 1970s, analyzing key instances of their display and reception to 
consider the multiple contexts in which they were read. This narrative begins in New York’s 
burgeoning downtown gallery district in 1973, and ends in Buenos Aires’s Galería Artemúltiple, 
a hub for dissident artists, in 1977. I examine how, due to their polyvalence, her works resonated 
flexibly within different discourses, and how their interpretation was mediated by curators and 
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critics with different interests and goals. Moreover, the works demonstrated their own degree of 
flexibility in this period, showing Porter’s nimble willingness to adapt her works to different 
presentational situations as a strategy of dissemination.   
Chapter three attends to the photo-drawing-installations in the last ten years. It describes 
how in 2012–13, Porter went back into her studio and archives to revisit her production of 1973 
in order to show how these works—rather than being stable things—have shifted throughout her 
career. In this period, she created new editions of several photographs from 1973, including 
those used in the photo-drawing-installations, and drew a distinction between these new images 
and the “vintage edition” she printed the 1970s. In so doing, she re-entered the works into 
institutional, discursive, and economic circuits that have been conditioned by major 
reassessments of conceptualism and Latin American art since the start of the twenty-first century. 
Analyzing a resurgence of interest in the photo-drawing-installations and their related 
photographs in recent exhibitions, I assess how current models attempt to account for the works’ 
complexity.   
The striking reappearance of Porter’s 1973 production has made the photo-drawing-
installations more visible than ever; yet we seem to know little about them. This thesis thus 
illuminates their conception and narrates their existence over time, bringing archival research 
and historical consideration to the fore. Accounts of Porter’s post-NYGW production can feel as 
though they take place in a historical and critical vacuum; to begin to remedy this, I excavate the 
conditions of these works’ production and reception to help cast Porter as an engaged participant 
in a vast field of artistic activity. Existing among multiple mediums, temporalities, and localities, 
the photo-drawing-installations reflect the precariousness and unruliness of the artwork during a 
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moment of tremendous mobility, dispersal, and fluidity—and continuously pose productive 





Chapter One: “Editioning a Gesture”: Making Mobile and Contingent Multiples 
To execute one of her photo-drawing-installations, Liliana Porter needed a minimum of 
three things: a photograph, a wall, and a pencil with which to make a drawing. When the time 
came for the work to be off display, the print was taken down and stored, the line erased. That 
Porter could construct and deconstruct the works so simply on any given wall was an intentional 
strategy: she staged these hybrid “situations” because she worked from the proposition that 
artworks should be able to multiply and travel, disappear and reappear.21 Porter developed this 
approach in the late 1960s with the New York Graphic Workshop, making works that awaited 
activation to be “completed.” Such works were inexpensive, reproducible, and flexible; this 
mode of production allowed her and the NYGW to strategically participate in an art world that 
was by the late 1960s and early 1970s larger, more mobile, and more networked than ever. In 
this period, artists, artworks, and ideas flowed through transnational circuits: the rise of 
international exhibitions, magazines, and mail art facilitated productive exchanges that reshaped 
how artists conceived of their use of materials and the imagined contexts of their practices. These 
were the conditions she was working under when, following the dissolution of the NYGW, she 
began making the photographs that would become the basis of the photo-drawing-installations.  
Early in her career, in 1964, Porter moved to New York rather by accident, when she 
turned a stopover on her first trip to Europe into an extended stay. Eager to make use of the 
resources available in the city, she began taking classes at the Pratt Graphic Art Center and met 
the Uruguayan artist Luis Camnitzer, who was then studying in the US on a Guggenheim grant. 
The two were among a generation of young artists during this period, many from Latin America, 
 
21 Porter frequently uses the term “situations” in framing her work in general. See, as just a single example, the title 
of her recent solo exhibition Liliana Porter: Situations (Zacheta National Gallery of Art, Warsaw, 2019). 
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who were drawn to the “magnet” of New York.22 They soon joined with the Venezuelan artist 
José Guillermo Castillo and formed the New York Graphic Workshop, which was at once a 
collective, a press, and a school. For these artists, printmaking’s essence—and its greatest 
potential—lay not in materials or techniques, but in its inherent capacity to produce multiples. In 
December 1966 the group sent its first edition through the mail: a manifesto and a Christmas 
cookie that read in raised text, “Greetings—1966—New York Graphic Workshop.” The cookie 
was what the group called a “FANDSO,” a “Free Assemblable Nonfunctional Disposable Serial 
Object.”23 Among the manifesto’s key points were, firstly, the assumption that printmaking had 
historically been considered “a second rate art” and secondly, a proposition to correct this 
hierarchical value judgement: “The only valid uninterrupted factor in printmaking has been the 
concept of the ‘edition’ and the possibility of unlimited distribution….The qualities of these new 
serial [FANDSOs] revolve around the fact of their multiple existence and their 
interchangeability.”24 In the long history of printmaking, the limited edition had been key in 
defining authorship and conferring fine art status on a print, which by its very reproducibility 
exerted pressure on the concept of artistic originality. Yet NYGW’s playful approach stripped 
 
22 For an account of the activity of Latin American artists working in New York during this period, See Carla 
Stellweg, “‘Magnet: New York’: Conceptual, Performance, Environmental, and Installation Art by Latin American 
Artists in New York” in The Latin American Spirit: Art and Artists in the United States, 1920-1970, ed. Luis R. 
Cancel (New York: The Bronx Museum of the Arts, 1988), 284–311. 
23 While the initial concept of FANDSO began with artworks that resisted institutionalization due to their unstable 
materiality (such as a cookie), the NYGW also came to embrace the possibility that FANDSO could include works 
that were not necessarily openly anti-institution, but rather were able to exist outside the structure of the institution 
altogether. This latter concept dovetailed with Castillo’s theory of the “super-object.” See Camnitzer, Conceptualism 
in Latin American Art, 237. 
24 The New York Graphic Workshop, “Manifesto,” 1966. Reprinted in Gabriel Pérez-Barreiro, Ursula Davila-Villa, 
Gina McDaniel Tarver, eds., The New York Graphic Workshop: 1964–1970 (Austin: Blanton Museum of Art, 2009). 
88. For a detailed account of the various ways FANDSO may be created (by impression, folding, or interchanging 
components, for example) see “New York Graphic Workshop: Luis Camnitzer, José Guillermo Castillo, Liliana 
Porter,” 91–108, also in this volume.  
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away the fetishistic notion of the edition—and undermined printmaking’s conventional concern 
with technical refinement—replacing it with an emancipatory emphasis on reproducibility.  
One important way in which the NYGW exploited reproducibility was their enthusiastic 
use of mail art. Indeed, as the 1960s witnessed a global resurgence of print and multiples, many 
artists working outside of so-called centers of artistic production turned to reproduction and self-
dissemination as strategies for artistic survival. Mail art, which was of particular use to artists in 
Latin America, allowed for the growth of a networked, transcontinental system in which artwork 
could circulate through new communication channels, circumventing gallery and museum 
infrastructure. The NYGW began holding “mail art exhibitions” in 1967, sending inexpensive, 
offset-printed postcard-sized works to friends and others in the art world. According to 
Camnitzer, this was because the artists were struggling to have their work shown in galleries.25 
Porter recalled: “We were trying to get by without the galleries, they seemed antiquated and we 
were against the idea of making objects. We wanted to make artwork that was not ‘sellable’. […] 
The idea was to make less-precious pieces.”26  
 Porter’s mail pieces operated by nearly creating a co-authorship with her viewer. In her 
first, To Be Wrinkled and Thrown Away (1969, Figure 3), she placed a sheet of paper printed 
with the image of a crumpled paper inside an envelope, and accompanied it with instructions 
meant to be performed by the recipient: “To be wrinkled and thrown away.” In another project, 
as part of the 1969 group exhibition Experiences 69 at the Instituto Torcuato de Tella—an 
important Buenos Aires space for avant-garde and experimental art in Latin America—she sent 
an envelope containing four cards, each printed with a shadow of commonplace objects: a glass, 
 
25 Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin American Art, 236. 
26 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 45. 
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a bus ticket, two olives, and the bent corner of the paper itself (Shadow for a Glass; Shadow for a 
Bus Ticket; Shadow for a Bent Corner; Shadow for Two Olives, all 1969, Figure 4). It was up to 
the recipient to complete the work by placing the real object next to its printed shadow. Here, 
Porter appealed to the presence of the recipient paradoxically by registering the absences of the 
objects casting the “shadows.” In an inversion of time, she used the consequence of the viewer’s 
invited action as a prompt for the action itself.  
NYGW also pushed further than this, widening the concept of the print to include 
“anything repeatable.”27 Camnitzer’s 1966 essay “A Redefinition of the Print,” published in the 
Pratt Graphic Art Center journal Artist’s Proof, outlined some goals for this new theory of the 
print.28 Of particular interest is his instruction to expand the spatial and phenomenological 
possibilities of printmaking. This aim would be realized in Camnitzer’s text-based 
“environments” such as Living Room (1968), in which he recreated a living space by installing 
on the walls and floor xeroxed words describing objects in the room.29 Castillo meanwhile 
worked out connections between sculpture and printmaking by creating objects that could be re-
arranged and re-assembled into myriad new combinations, essentially destroying the possibility 
of an authoritative “original”—a practice that resembles the way Porter would go on to combine 
and recombine the constitutive elements of her installations in the 1970s. Porter attempted to 
locate the phenomenological potential of printmaking in what she has called “editioning a 
 
27 Beverly Adams, “The School of the North: The New York Graphic Workshop in New York, 1964–1970,” in The 
New York Graphic Workshop: 1964–1970, 29. 
28 See Luis Camnitzer, “A Redefinition of the Print,” Artist Proof: A Journal of Printmaking 6 (1966): 103–105. 
29 In the 1960s, “environment” was the term used to described large-scale multimedia works dependent on their site; 
“Installation” slowly superseded “environment” in contemporary art vocabulary during the 1970s and 80s. For an 
overview of the history of installation from a marginal form to the dominant mode of artistic practice, see Julie H. 
Reuss, From Margin to Center: The Spaces of Installation Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2001).  
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gesture.”30 This evocative idea captures Porter’s approach during this period, in which she 
conceived of trivial occurrences—like the crumbling of a paper, or the casting of a shadow onto 
a wall—as actions that could be transformed and heightened through a process of repetition.31  
The “environments” Porter made in this period either directly appealed to the viewer’s 
participation in the realization of the work, or indirectly appealed to their presence by staging a 
heightened awareness of the physical space surrounding them. One example is To Be Wrinkled 
and Thrown Away (Figure 5), first installed as a grid of six reams of standard copy paper bolted 
to the wall at the Museo de Bellas Artes, Caracas in 1969. Visitors were invited to tear off and 
crumple up the sheets of paper, discarding them on the gallery floor. This interest in registering 
the bodily presence of the viewer is also evidenced in Shadows (Figure 6), which Porter also 
produced (along with her mail pieces of printed shadows) for Experiences 69 at the Di Tella. 
Shadows was Porter’s first intervention made directly onto the gallery wall: in light gray, she 
painted convincing shadows of human bodies, which mingled with the real shadows of gallery 
visitors.32 Shadows was not just a striking trompe l'oeil juxtaposition of the real and the 
representational; it was also dependent on the architecture of the Di Tella and responsive to 
changing light conditions within the gallery. Shadows drew attention to the Di Tella as a 
container or site, asking viewers to direct their awareness not to objects hung on a wall, but to the 
wall as a proposition and assumption in and of itself. Wrinkle Environment (Figure 7), also from 
1969, pointed similarly to the architecture and site. Here, Porter covered an entire wall in the 
Museo de Bellas Artes, Caracas (as well as a chair, a sculptural bust, and a framed painting) with 
 
30 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 45. 
31 This interpretation was also advanced in the first major exhibition devoted to the NYGW at the Blanton Museum 
of Art, Austin, in 2008. See The New York Graphic Workshop: 1964–1970.  
32 Silvia Dolinko, “To Develop Images from Thoughts: The South American Travels of the New York Graphic 
Workshop” in The New York Graphic Workshop, 30–41. 
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offset duplications of a soft-ground etching she made of a wrinkled piece of paper. Whereas a 
painting fits inside a frame, Porter’s unruly artwork overflows any boundaries, announcing the 
un-containability of the environment. 
What all these projects reveal is the contingent nature of Porter’s production at this time. 
Porter thought of the artwork as what Sophie Halart calls “a still-provisional action”—or 
something that awaits completion.33  Shadows, for example, existed only as an idea until Porter’s 
figures were painted onsite at the Di Tella, and was activated by the bodies of its viewers: the 
phenomenological trick only happened when they were present. The aesthetic revelation latent in 
her mail pieces was also one of delayed temporality, always charged with potential. Likewise, To 
Be Wrinkled and Thrown Away was staged with a few reams of commercially-available paper: 
once all that remained of it was a pile of crumbled paper on the floor at the end of the exhibition, 
the paper could be discarded and the work would disappear. Crucially, works like these could 
also reappear later, in new forms responsive to the site of their installation, always activated 
differently.  
Expanding printmaking into a conceptual practice that encompassed “everything 
repeatable” thus allowed Porter, Camnitzer, and Castillo to explore social space and the systems 
of exhibition, collection, and exchange that conferred meaning onto their work. As Susan 
Tallman has observed regarding the trajectory of print in the late 1960s and early 70s, Porter’s 
work during this period moved “from interior to exterior—an expansion of attention from the 
image itself to the full sheet of paper, to the wall on which the artwork hangs and finally to the 
 
33 Sophie Halart, “The New York Graphic Workshop, 1964–70,” in In Focus: Wrinkle 1968 by Liliana Porter, ed. 
Sophie Halart. Tate Research Publication, 2018. https://www.tate.org.uk/research/publications/in-
focus/wrinkle/new-york-graphic-workshop. Accessed February 26, 2020. 
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surrounding cultural and economic structure that govern its reception.”34 This awareness is 
perhaps also what motivated NYGW to coin the term “Contextual Art” in 1969 as a descriptor of 
their project. Inventing their own -ism was a way for the NYGW to situate themselves in relation 
to the homogenizing and institutionalizing discourse of “Conceptual Art” that was then sweeping 
New York.  
“Contextual Art” was also, ultimately, a way of understanding materiality: it meant that 
something as simple as a stack of paper could be activated by the context into which it was 
placed.35  Though NYGW’s approach could be understood as aligned with the drift toward the 
“dematerialization” of the art object that Lucy Lippard theorized contemporaneously with their 
activity, it is also important to remember that the NYGW’s use of commercial or disposable 
materials was firstly motivated by their disavowal of the craft of printmaking. It was also a 
reaction to the monumental, resource-intensive aesthetic and means of production that the artists 
associated then with Minimalism. Porter later recalled the experience of herself and her fellow 
artists from Latin America: what they saw in New York revealed Pop and Minimalism to be “a 
very local kind of art” that was facilitated directly by the conditions of technology and 
“hyperdeveloped consumer society” in the US Porter argued that “a typical minimalist work of 
art would have been inconceivable, absurd, and I would say even ethically questionable, if 
created in a Latin American country.”36 Camnitzer likewise recalled the NYGW’s “commitment 
to the conditions of underdevelopment” as one reason they kept their production costs low: “At 
the time, we all expected to return to our countries and were therefore, even if artificially, 
 
34 Susan Tallman, The Contemporary Print: From Pre-Pop to Postmodern (London: Thames and Hudson, 1996), 
119. 
35 Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin American Art, 240.  
36 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 35. 
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working within that more imagined context.”37  For these artists, using the materials and finish of 
Minimalism, for example, would be an adoption of purely formal qualities that would not 
translate for a context back home.  
Camnitzer’s comment also suggests how working with inexpensive materials and 
economy of display was a practical strategy for artists living in diaspora. If artists like those in 
the NYGW imagined the reach of their work exceeding the boundaries of New York, or even 
those of the US, then they certainly could benefit from creating work that could multiply and 
travel—with or without them—through a transnational network, such as that exemplified by mail 
art. For Porter, who was showing internationally in several print biennials per year by the early 
1970s, having the capacity to reproduce her work from a matrix was useful; in an interview with 
Judith Olch Richards, Porter noted that having multiples is what enabled her to show so 
regularly, calling the proliferation of her prints “a big advantage.”38  
NYGW’s strategy of self-dissemination seems to have been successful, as they exhibited 
throughout Latin America and in New York from 1967 to 1970.39 In 1970, they participated, 
somewhat ambivalently, in Kynaston McShine’s exhibition Information at the Museum of 
Modern Art, a landmark for the institutionalization of “Conceptual Art.” The same year, a 
combination of factors drew NYGW to a close. Castillo accepted employment with the Center 
for Inter-American Relations (now the Americas Society), of which Porter and especially 
Camnitzer were critical for the Center’s passivity in the face of political crisis that was then 
 
37 Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin American Art, 240. 
38 Liliana Porter, oral history interview with Judith Olch Richards, June 27–28, 2012. Archives of American Art, 
Smithsonian Institution.  
39 For a thorough account of their exhibitions and activity in Latin America, see Silvia Dolinko, “To Develop Images 
from Thoughts.”  
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affecting the southern part of Latin America.40 Lastly, Porter and Camnitzer joined a group of 
New York artists boycotting the 1971 São Paulo Biennial, and their priorities shifted toward 
political activities related to censorship and dictatorship in Latin America. 
In 1971, Porter and Camnitzer (who had married in 1965) took a trip to Europe that 
began in Amsterdam and ended, perhaps unexpectedly, when they bought a house outside Lucca, 
Italy. They began splitting their time between the new house—which they renovated and turned 
into Studio Camnitzer Porter, a printmaking school that operated summer sessions—and Locust 
Valley in Long Island, near where Camnitzer had a teaching post. In Long Island, Porter took 
trains into the city to see friends and exhibitions. In Italy, she made friends with Luciano Fabro 
and other artists associated with Arte Povera, and traveled around Europe.  
 Untitled (Nails) (Figure 8), a work that Porter showed at Galleria Diagramma in Milan in 
1972, helps situate the direction of her practice at this time.41 To make the work, Porter first took 
a photograph of a hook, then made a silkscreen from the image. She printed from the screen four 
times directly on Diagramma’s wall, evenly spaced in a level row at about her eye level. To each, 
she “tied” some string was, affixing a knot to the image on the wall and drawing the string out 
and away from the wall, until it reached the floor. There, she tied each string to a real hook rising 
up vertically from the gallery floor. The result: four hooks connected to four images of hooks. 
Porter has said: “The [visual] trick itself did not interest me. What seduced me was the way in 
which the real came together with the virtual.”42 This work arose as she was taking photographs 
of nails or eyehooks against white backgrounds so that she could isolate the objects, make them 
 
40 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 49. 
41 In this first iteration at Galleria Diagramma, it was actually done using hooks. Diagramma was run by Luciano 
Inga-Pin, and was especially concerned with performance; it is where Marina Abramovic performed Rhythm 4 in 
1974. 
42 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 55. 
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into the screens, and print from them as needed for various permutations of her prints and small 
works on canvas, as in the silkscreen and string work Nail (1972). In Hook (1973, Figure 9), 
Porter used her negative to make a gelatin silver print, and added a piece of string that drooped 
outside the space of the photograph and was affixed to the wall, transgressing the borders of the 
image’s pictorial space and entering into “real” space. Here, Porter was developing a method 
using the gesture of the line to negotiate the real and the represented—a method that would be 
key to the photo-drawing-installations.  
At the same time, Porter made many photographs investigating archetypal forms, 
drawing, and the body. Together, they evidence Porter’s interest in exploring representative 
strategies as she turned her camera on a set of volumetric solids (a cube, a sphere, and a cone), 
and on herself and Camnitzer. For the purposes of this thesis, the key works are those that 
combined a cool mode of portraiture with an experimental drawing practice using rudimentary 
mark-making. In all her photographs, Porter shot her subjects against the seamless field of blank 
white space that denies the viewer any anchoring sense of place or time, and would become a 
hallmark of her conceptual and formal approach; Porter has called it “non-place.”43 One of the 
best known works to emerge from these experiments is The Square (Figure 10), a non-narrative 
sequence of six photographs that show a small drawn square “interacting” with Porter’s hand. In 
Untitled (Hands and Triangle) (Figure 11), three overlapping hands form the surface upon which 
a triangle is drawn, each palm containing its own corner of the shape. For Untitled (Self-portrait 
with square) (Figure 12) Porter photographed herself standing in front of a white wall. On her 
face, a half-rectangle is drawn in ink bracketing her right eye area, and in the image Porter has 
positioned her body for the camera so that the lines of the drawing align with the rectangle’s 
 
43 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 40. 
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other half on the wall behind her. Untitled (Porter and Camnitzer with drawing) (Figure 13) 
takes a similar approach: Porter photographed herself and Camnitzer with their faces check-to-
cheek, the ink rectangle connecting their faces.  
Images like these examine how mark-making demarcates space and reveals the 
constructed-ness of archetypal forms. They also demonstrate what Beverley Adams calls Porter’s 
interest in “how an image interacts with its support.”44 In Untitled (Self-portrait with square) 
Porter’s drawing exists both on the artist’s body as a pictorial surface and on the wall behind her, 
each element depending on the other for the completion and coherence of the image. Porter’s 
work has often been discussed in terms of fragmentation, and here that fragmentation registers as 
precariousness: an image may dissolve if one of its interconnected elements is withdrawn. Most 
importantly, Untitled (Self-portrait with square) shows that Porter was thinking about the wall as 
a site for her line, much the same way that she had already been using the wall as a support for 
Untitled (Nails), which is itself a sort of drawing in space.45 Several of the frames in Porter’s 
1972–73 negatives also show the artist’s hand interacting with lines that run across her skin and 
then “continue” in the non-place around her, often extending to the edge of the photograph’s 
frames. Porter would print several of these photographs and combine them with drawing to enter 
them into the space of the installation.  
Untitled (Line) [Horizontal] (Figure 1) expresses one example. In it, Porter’s index finger 
points downward from the top of a photograph and interrupts a single horizontal line running 
 
44 Adams, “The School of the North,” 25. Adams is speaking about Porter’s use of print with the NYGW, but the 
idea is exceptionally fitting here, too.  
45 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020. Porter herself pointed to Untitled (Self-portrait 
with square) as evidence of this thinking. 
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from one edge to the other in the frame.46 A graphite line picks up on the wall at the edges of the 
photograph and extends between ten and forty inches to each side, depending on the site.47 Two 
other variations on this theme are catalogued today—Untitled (Line) and Untiled (Line II), to be 
discussed in chapter three—though it’s possible others appeared in the 1970s; Porter’s negatives 
show ten different images of her hand interacting with a line this way.48 Untitled (Triangle) 
(Figure 14) is made up of three photographs, each showing Porter’s palm, onto which she had 
drawn in ink an acute angle extending to the edges of her hand; these lines radiated outward on 
her white backdrop from the edges of her hand to the edges of the photographic print. Porter 
installed these three prints on the wall at the points of a triangle, connected by graphite lines. Its 
overall size is approximately fifty-two inches high and wide, depending on the site.49 Porter also 
made several photographs of her hand interacting with the arc of a circle drawn across her white 
space. Six of these were used interchangeably as the basis for Untitled (Circle) (Figures 15a and 
15b), in which the artist installed one of the prints with a graphite line that followed the arc 
through to its conclusion in a complete circle, about seventy inches in diameter.50 Finally, for 
Untitled (Geometric Group) (Figure 16) Porter began with a set of six photographs: in each, a 
 
46 Untitled (Line) [Horizontal] is a descriptive title Porter sometimes now uses for the iteration of the work I 
describe here. “Horizontal” refers to the direction of the line running through the work, and helps distinguish 
between different iterations of this work that use different photographs. For clarity, I use this distinction throughout 
this thesis as well. 
47 Installation instructions. Email correspondence with the author, March 13, 2020.  
48 Contact sheets for negatives dated 1972–1973. Liliana Porter’s personal archive.   
49 Installation instructions. Email correspondence with the author, March 13, 2020.  
50 Studio records, Liliana Porter’s personal archive. Untitled (Circle) has now been catalogued as six separate works, 
enumerating the different images used in the installations, but for many years it was simply referred to as Untitled 
(Circle) or similar. Porter’s current titling convention includes Untitled (Circle I), Untitled (Circle II), Untitled 
(Circle III), Untitled (Circle IV), Untitled (Circle VI), and Untitled (Circle, version II B). See figure 15b. 
Throughout this thesis, I follow Porter’s current titling convention when it is possible to identify the specific 
iteration of the work in question; when records do not make such precision possible I default to Untitled (Circle). I 
also use the unspecified title Untitled (Circle) when referring collectively to the range of possible iterations of the 
work. See chapter three for more on the known variations.  
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volumetric solid sits on the white backdrop. Using linear perspective, she then drew on the 
photographic print in ink to demarcate the edges of a “tabletop” upon which sphere, cube, and 
cone sat. These images are hung at approximately forty-two to fifty inches from the floor at two 
different heights, and are finished by extending the “base” of the surfaces down toward the floor 
in graphite, approximating pedestals.51  
Like she did for her projects with the NYGW, Porter once again employed approaches 
that allowed for exceptionally easy transport and exhibition. The evidence suggests that she 
simply printed more copies of the photographs when she needed them: “I never printed the 
whole edition of anything. Politically, [the NYGW] wanted to make very large editions. 
Sometimes the number says fifty but I maybe printed seven. I have no idea how many I made.”52 
Instead of framing them, she laminated them, so as to hang the print completely flush with the 
wall and establish a continuity between pictorial and real space. She hung them with pieces of 
double-sided tape.53 An installation could be completed without any great investment in materials 
or labor; all that was needed was a pencil. The works could also be installed without the artist’s 
participation. In response to a 1976 loan request, Porter sent some parameters: “They require as a 
background a white and smooth wall to place the photographs [on] and [to] complete them with 
pencil lines. Since the pieces measure about two meters in diameter, they need a wall space of 
about four meters each. In case these conditions are not available I would have to send different 
works.”54  
 
51 Installation instructions. Email correspondence with the author, March 13, 2020.  
52 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020.  
53 Loan agreement for Artists Use Photography, Hallwalls Gallery, November 20, 1976. Liliana Porter artist folder, 
Hundred Acres Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.  
54 Letter, Liliana Porter to Philomena Magers, July 15, 1976. Liliana Porter artist folder, Hundred Acres Gallery 
records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.  
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Porter’s installation instructions seem to have existed informally and were sent upon 
request for instances of display in which Porter could not be present. There are some clues 
suggesting how they may have functioned as a component in the sale of the works. A 1975 
invoice for the sale of Untitled (Circle) described the work as a “multiple” consisting of a 
lamented photograph housed in a folder with the brief note “circle to be 6’ in diameter.”55 On the 
opening day of Porter’s 1978 solo exhibition at the University of Iowa, The Daily Iowan 
reported: “For $150, she will sell you a kit with instructions on how to make a circle of your 
own, a photo of her hand with a line on it, a photo of the completed artwork and her signature.”56  
 Today, Porter’s instructions are quite clear. Among the key points: Untitled (Geometric 
Group) can expand and contract as the space around it requires: the prints can be installed at 
slightly variable heights from the floor, and the number and order of the photographs can change. 
For Untiled (Circle) one may attach the photograph at any point in the circle. To draw that circle, 
one might want to follow Porter’s own method: using a makeshift compass out of a push pin and 
a pencil attached by a thirty-five-inch-long string, pull the string taught from the push pin in the 
wall and lightly draft the shape, then draw the line by hand. For Untitled (Triangle), a ruler or 
string can similarly assist in charting the general path of the lines connecting the photographs, 
but be sure to retrace the line. For works like Untiled (Line) [Horizontal], never use a ruler. In 
every case, the line on the wall should not look mechanical, but rather respect “subtle 
imperfections and unevenness of value” so that they it clearly “evidences that it is made by 
hand.”57  
 
55 Hundred Acres Gallery Invoice 698, April 5, 1975. Hundred Acres Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
56 Kittredge Cherry, “Exhibit mixes real with image,” The Daily Iowan, March 17, 1978. Liliana Porter’s personal 
archive. “Where are the picture frames?” Cherry also asked. “Where is the art?”  
57 Installation instructions. Email correspondence with the author, March 13, 2020.  
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 Porter’s insistence on the imperfections of the hand-drawn  line underscores how the 
photo-drawing-installations subtly stage a dialogue with the viewer’s body. Despite (or, in spite 
of) the mechanical coolness of her photographs, Porter refuses to deny the subjectivity of the 
artist’s hand as she integrates her photographs into a drawing practice that traces the path of her 
hand as it traveled along the wall. Here, the line can be understood as a record of an artistic 
action, an inscription of a performative, embodied gesture that invites identification from the 
viewer. Moreover, Porter’s prints are roughly eight by ten inches, and in them her hands are 
approximately true-to-size. These photographed hands are thus apprehended as stand-ins for the 
artist’s real hands, which operate as a synecdoche for the artist herself. Her hands—even at times 
an extended index finger—function demonstratively as if to say, “Right here,” structuring the 
experience of viewing the work. Additionally, Untitled (Geometric Group) is predicated on a 
convention of institutional display—the pedestal—that has a direct relationship to the museum- 
or gallery-goer’s body. Here, the direct mode of address Porter employed in her NYGW mail art 
and installations has not been set aside, but perhaps made more subtle.  
 Thus, Porter’s method of display for these photographs was integral to their production. 
Her photographs were not just interactive with the wall; rather, they were completely dependent 
upon it for the installations to be “completed.” The artist conceived of them as embracing a 
similar politics and poetics as FANDSO: they were mobile multiples that were constructed for 
easy distribution, assembly, and installation. The political and aesthetic strategies of the NYGW 
were integral to their development, formulating Porter’s critical approach to reproduction, 
materiality, and the exhibition site. This was as much an artistic proposal as a practical strategy: 
as Porter moved through the art world of the 1970s, they could multiply as needed and collapse 
down into a stack of photographs in storage. As Martha Bursik has noted, writing about 
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contingency as a strategy in contemporary art, “for works that are completed not in the studio but 
only at the point of their realization in an exhibition or performance space, the existence of the 
work is linked to its public presentation.”58 Following this thinking, in the following chapters I 
trace the existence(s) of the photo-drawing-installations, chronicling how they have been 






58 Martha Bursik, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008), 14. 
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Chapter Two: The Photo-Drawing-Installations in Contexts, 1973–77 
 
During the 1970s, Liliana Porter’s photo-drawing-installations were one part of a larger 
practice involving photography, print, works on paper, works on canvas, and environments. In 
fact, they appear to have occupied a slightly niche space compared to her works on canvas and 
prints, which Hundred Acres Gallery, her New York representative, was able to more actively 
sell. Still, the photo-drawing-installations traveled during this period through a globally-
connected art landscape that was supported by international biennials and touring exhibitions. As 
they were exhibited in New York, in Europe, and in Latin America, Porter’s works remained 
open and flexible, responding to the various, simultaneous contexts in which she was working 
and exhibiting, and encountering various critical expectations and interpretative frameworks 
along the way.  
It was at Hundred Acres Gallery, located at 456 West Broadway in the burgeoning Soho 
gallery district, that the photo-drawing-installations made their appearance in 1973. Returning 
from Lucca in 1972, Porter took installation photographs of her recent exhibition at Galleria 
Diagramma in Milan to Ivan Karp and Barbara Toll of Hundred Acres Gallery, asking for a 
show. Hundred Acres was opened in 1970 by Karp, who had been associate director of Leo 
Castelli Gallery for ten years, where he promoted the careers of Pop artists like Andy Warhol, 
Roy Lichtenstein, and Claus Oldenburg. Karp had left Castelli to settle Soho and open OK Harris 
Gallery at 485 West Broadway, on the heels of Paula Cooper, who had opened the first gallery in 
the district in 1968.59 As a sort of annex to OK Harris, Karp opened Hundred Acres just across 
the street, and named it for “Hell’s Hundred Acres,” the pejorative nickname by which Soho was 
 




then known. Occupying two floors, the gallery was a space for what one arts reporter, describing 
the influx of artists’ studios and galleries in the former manufacturing neighborhood, called 
“casual shows of smaller work, or one-man exhibitions of artists that are not quite established 
yet, and may never be.”60  Karp and Toll agreed to show Porter’s work. In a serendipitous and 
unrelated turn of events, Porter shortly after received a call from the Museum of Modern Art 
inviting her to show in their “Projects” series.61 The “Projects” exhibition ran January 11 to 
February 25, 1973 and Porter shared her iteration of the series with Chuck Close, who showed 
progressive proofs of his mezzotint Keith (1972) in an adjacent gallery.62 Hundred Acres 
responded by coordinating a solo show timed to coincide with the “Projects” presentation, 
running January 6 to 27. Taking up both of the gallery’s floors, the Hundred Acres exhibition 
seems to have included several of Porter’s prints and works on canvas that explored the interplay 
of real objects and their images. 
 The pioneering print curator Riva Castleman had proposed Porter’s work for “Projects,”63  
an exhibition series established in 1971 as an opportunity for MoMA to respond to the rapidly 
accelerating experimentation taking place outside the museum. Two landmark MoMA 
exhibitions that formed the institutional context for the new platform were Spaces (1969–70) and 
Information (1970). Spaces, curated by Jennifer Licht, was among the first to place 
“environments” inside the traditional museum, and argued that “actual space” was a malleable 
 
60 Unidentified newspaper clipping. Hundred Acres Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, 
Smithsonian Institution.  
61 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 52. 
62 The Museum of Modern Art, “Projects: Chuck Close and Liliana Porter” press release, January 13, 1973, accessed 
April 22, 2020, https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/2548?. 
63 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 52. Porter’s work was known within the print department: In 
1972 they acquired an untitled screenprint with string (245.72), which was included in a few collection exhibitions 
between 1973 and 1974. 
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“active ingredient” in contemporary practice.64 Kynaston McShine’s Information set the tone for 
the institutionalization of Conceptual Art at the close of the 1960s.65 For their part, the “Projects” 
exhibitions preceding Porter’s often took “real space” as a central point of concern.66 The 
checklist for the exhibition contained only one entry for Porter, despite installation photographs 
showing what could be read as four distinct works in the gallery: Untitled (Nails), shown 
previously in Milan, and three other situations using real eyehooks, photo-silkscreened eyehooks, 
and string.67 The dimensions for this one environment were given as such: “room size: 124 h. × 
231 w. × 176 d.”68 Clearly, Porter was conceiving of “actual space” as the kind of “active 
ingredient” Licht posited it to be.     
Responses to Porter’s simultaneous shows at MoMA and at Hundred Acres revealed 
resistance. Roberta Pancoast Smith wrote in Artforum that the “Projects” exhibition was “more 
interesting” than the show at Hundred Acres, in which she discovered only “corny solutions” to 
problems posed by the “flatness of the picture plane.” However, Smith found that Untitled 
(Nails), with its direct execution on MoMA’s wall, offered the viewer a phenomenological, 
perceptual experience that saved the work: “With the exception of this piece, there is ultimately 
 
64 Jennifer Licht, Spaces (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1969), unpaginated.  
65 See Kynaston McShine, Information (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1970), unpaginated. 
66 See, for example, Mel Bocher’s 1971 “Projects” show (curated by Licht), in which the artist exhibited a strip of 
masking tape installed at his eye level—approximately six feet from the floor—that wrapped in a straight horizontal 
line throughout the gallery, trailing around corners and passing over doors and other objects on the walls, including 
drawings and photographs. Or, Richard Tuttle’s 1972 show, which included four of his “wall drawings” made of a 
length of uncoiled wire nailed to the wall alongside hand-drawn pencil lines connecting the two points on the wall, 
with the shadows of the wire falling onto the wall and making yet another drawing in space. See The Museum of 
Modern Art, “The Elaine Dannheisser Projects Series,” https://www.moma.org/calendar/groups/4. Accessed May 4, 
2020. It is unclear is how Castleman could have known that Porter was, in Italy, experimenting with space in a way 
that fit so neatly into the “Projects” paradigm. 
67 The Museum of Modern Art, Projects: Chuck Close and Liliana Porter installation images, accessed April 22, 
2020, https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/2548?. 




not much to look at or think about in this work. It’s the unpretentious elaboration of one kind of 
visual pun, an idea which Porter seems to have cleverly and consistently exhausted.”69 In The 
New York Times, James R. Mellow expressed disappointment in the “Projects” show, dismissing 
Porter’s work as “a spirited divertissement of sorts.”70 Morrow’s overall take was not far from 
Smith’s, in that both their assessments found the work to be one-note: “‘Environment’ is one of 
those trendy modern terms that can be counted on to make a work seem impressive. In this case, 
it doesn’t.”71  It’s true that “environment,” with its maximalist connotation, is not an 
exceptionally fitting term for this work, but it was the one available at the time. Indeed, what 
Porter was most interested in exploring here was how the real confronted the virtual, and she 
created that confrontation through a hybrid approach combining photography, printmaking, nails, 
and string. Such hybridity, it seems, did not quite resonate critically.72 
Later that year Porter’s work landed differently when, from November 10 to December 1, 
she showed the photo-drawing-installations for the first time at Hundred Acres. One writer called 
this work an “evolution” beyond the “trompe-l’oeil mode” she had debuted at MoMA and 
Hundred Acres earlier that year: “These latest works involve less eye trickery and more of the 
intellectual/conceptual content that is the truer substance of Porter’s work,” the critic 
wrote.73 What signaled the “intellectual/conceptual” “substance” of Porter’s practice?  
 
69 Roberta Pancoast Smith, “Liliana Porter,” Artforum vol. 11, no. 8 (April 1973): 86. 
70 James R. Mellow, “Largest Mezzotint by Close, Shown,” The New York Times, January 13, 1973.  
71 Ibid. 
72 Untitled (Nails), or permutations of this work’s basic premise, would in fact be exhibited routinely in the US 
during the 1970s despite the initial critical response. See for example: New Art for Photosensitized Materials 
(Poughkeepsie, NY: Vassar College Art Gallery, 1974); Spare (Port Washington, NY: Central Hall Gallery, 1975); 
and Wall Works (New York: Alternative Center for International Arts, 1978).  
73 Unidentified newspaper clipping. Liliana Porter artist file, Hundred Acres Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives 
of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
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A review by James Collins for Artforum helps partially reconstruct what the show may 
have looked like. Gallery visitors were drawn into the downstairs space by a graphite line trailing 
for several feet across the wall that eventually met with a photograph of Porter’s index finger 
breaking through a horizontal line, likely staging what we know as Untitled (The Line) 
[Horizontal]. We know the exhibition included Untitled (Triangle), The Square (as an aquatint 
version), Untitled (Porter and Camnitzer with square), and perhaps also Untitled (Self-portrait 
with square) and another self-portrait showing Porter in three-quarter profile holding her hand 
over her jaw, a line drawn on her hand tracing the contour of her jaw underneath.74  
Here, the situations Porter staged by combining a photographic and drawing practice may 
have required some puzzling over. Collins positioned Porter’s “category breaking” work as a 
defining quality of her practice and her willingness to “cross ideological lines.”75 For him this 
played out primarily as a confrontation between figuration and abstraction, “a hybrid between 
those old enemies, anthropomorphic and nonanthropomorphic elements—the hand and the line.” 
He connected Porter’s use of her hands to an art historical “obsession” with the artist’s hand, 
arguing that her practice was primarily concerned with the relationship between the hand and the 
mark. Collins’s interest in Porter’s line is fitting, considering the presence of drawing in artistic 
production by the time he was writing. No longer relegated to a minor or supporting medium, 
drawing was revived as an experimental practice so much so that by the late 1960s, in the words 
of Catherine de Zegher, “line was apparent in every discipline” and could be inscribed upon the 
real, material world.76 Sol LeWitt’s in situ drawings, with their application of graphite directly 
 
74 James Collins, “Liliana Porter, Hundred Acres Gallery,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 (February 1974): 74. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Catherine de Zegher, “A Century Under the Sign of Line: Drawing and its Extension, 1910–2010,” in On 
Line: Drawing Through the Twentieth Century, ed. Cornelia H. Butler and Catherine de Zegher (New York: The 
Museum of Modern Art, 2010), 68. 
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onto the wall, are the paradigmatic example of this rediscovery of drawing, which was often 
interested in removing the distinction between the architecture of the exhibition space and the 
“ground” of the drawing. Here, drawing became one way for debates about the authorial 
presence of the mark to play out in the wake of conceptualism. Indeed, Collins calls Untitled 
(Triangle) a “wall drawing with photographs.” For Collins, Porter’s line evokes art history; 
likely also clichés of mastery and connoisseurship related to the artist’s hand. Likewise, Collins 
responded to the extreme economy of means and geometry in Porter’s works, which likely 
announced a relationship with Minimalism even as her self-portraiture and the corporeal 
inflection of her gesture offered counter-proposals.  
Collins used LeWitt as an anchor to locate Porter within a matrix of North American 
practice: “It looks like a mix between a simple LeWitt drawing and the conceptual 
documentation of Huebler,” he wrote, also connecting her obliquely with John Baldessari.77 The 
triangle Collins maps here is an interesting one and indicates the way that these figures saturated 
the critical field. Indeed, when Collins was writing, conceptualism was the key way of seeing 
any type of experimental use of photography.   
A review of the February 1974 issue of Artforum in which Collins’s review was 
published offers a sense of the points of reference that would have situated the encounter of 
Porter’s images. First, consider an essay by Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe on Huebler’s recent work, 
exemplified by Duration Piece #7 (1973, figure 17), which comprises photographs documenting 
Rome’s Trevi Fountain taken at thirty-second intervals. In his Duration Pieces, which the artist 
began making in the late 1960s, Huebler combined short written statements describing a system 
that was communicated through other materials such as maps and photographs. Gilbert-Rolfe 
 
77 Collins, “Liliana Porter, Hundred Acres Gallery,” 74. 
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described how Huebler’s project employs a metonymical “constant/variable” structure in order to 
“present an event in the real world, and, by doing so, illustrates the incompleteness—
reflexiveness—of ordinary perceptual experience.”78 This Artforum issue also contained an essay 
by Roelof Louw on Victor Burgin’s linguistic approach in his “perceptual constructs,” 
reproducing a large image of Burgin’s Photopath (1969, figure 18).79 Here, Burgin had 
photographed an area of floorboards and printed the images true to size, then lay the photographs 
over the floorboards they depicted to create complete congruence between the representational 
space of the photograph and the real space of the floor. 
For Porter—who, with NYGW, had shown in MoMA’s Information exhibition as well as 
in one of Lucy R. Lippard’s “numbers” shows—the association with conceptualism was not 
unknown territory. Collins’s enthusiasm probably was, however, a welcome change, after her 
exhibitions earlier in 1973 had received a tepid reception. If the critical response is an indicator, 
Porter in November presented a body of work that offered more complicated propositions than 
what she had exhibited earlier that year at Hundred Acres and MoMA. In light of the above, it’s 
likely that Porter’s cool use of photographic information, restrained geometric language, and 
practice of drawing in situ alerted critics to the “intellectual content” of the work, because these 
strategies resonated formally within paradigms that the New York art world had been used to 
seeing around 1973.  
Hundred Acres was the primary mover of Porter’s work during this period, and would 
represent Porter until they closed in 1977. Undated inventory and pricelists reveal that the gallery 
had several of the photo-drawing-installations and their related 1973 photographs. Untitled 
 
78 Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe, “Douglas Huebler’s Recent Work,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 (February 1974): 59. 
79 Roelof Louw, “Victor Burgin: Language and Perception,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 (February 1974): 53. 
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(Circle) seems at one point to have been catalogued as having “two photos per set,” and 
elsewhere the gallery described the work in a loan agreement as comprising a “folio with two 
photographs and installation instructions.”80 The politically-minded, downtown New York 
organization Alternative Center for International Arts (ACIA) also seems to have helped advance 
and sell Porter’s work, including the photo-drawing-installations. For example, Untitled 
(Triangle) was presented there alongside work by Luis Camnitzer in 1977. If the exhibition 
brochure is any indication, Untitled (Triangle), here called a “mixed media” piece, was shown 
alongside a mixed media work by Camnitzer that notably featured a very Porterean square hand-
drawn on the wall around the work, as if creating a “frame” for Camnitzer’s object.81 In 1977 the 
ACIA’s quarterly published a text by Paul S. Newman, an avid collector of Latin American art, 
and alongside the article ran a photograph of Porter—in a display of architectural intervention, 
flexibility, and considerable good humor—drawing an arc while installing Untitled (Circle I) on 
the ceiling of Newman’s house (Figure 19). Newman wrote: “The last work I bought was … a 
photo-concept piece by Liliana Porter. I told her that she had to mount it, draw the circle that was 
integral to the work, but could not move any presently hung painting. […She] put it on the 
ceiling over my bed.”82  
Far upstate in Buffalo, Hallwalls Gallery, too, seemed to see Porter’s photo-drawing-
installations as part of a self-reflexive proposition about the photograph in contemporary 
discourses. In 1976 the gallery mounted the group show Artists Use Photography, and included 
 
80 Undated loan agreement for Reality and Illusion, Australian Gallery Directors Council. Liliana Porter artist file, 
Hundred Acres Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
81 Jafet Heisler, Liliana Porter, Luis Camnitzer: Latin American Artists (New York: Alternative Center for 
International Art, 1977), unpaginated.  




the lesser-shown photo-drawing-installation Untitled (Geometric Group) alongside work by 
mainstays of North American conceptualism, such as Dan Graham, Bruce Nauman, Huebler, and 
Baldessari.83 Hallwalls—founded in late 1974 in a former ice-packing warehouse by a group of 
artists including Nancy Dwyer, Robert Longo, and Cindy Sherman—was an interdisciplinary 
exhibition space that facilitated exchange between the upstate New York community and artists 
in other cities. The space was a hub of cross-disciplinary activity that drew early participation 
from LeWitt, Robert Irwin, Robert Mangold, and Richard Tuttle. In this context, Porter was 
placed rather squarely in the “center” of the experimental practices Hallwalls looked to import to 
its local artist community.  
The exhibition’s very title signals the myriad ways that photography functioned within 
artistic practice by 1976: here was not an exhibition of photographs by photographers, but rather 
one in which photography was a tool with which to direct aesthetic and conceptual inquiry. This 
resonates with discourses surrounding the place of the photograph vis-à-vis conceptualism: 
several artists of the period proclaimed disinterest in photography even as a tremendous number 
of “conceptual” artworks incorporated photography. The critic Anthony Bannon, an early 
supporter of Hallwalls, described the show as one of “major Post-Conceptualists” who made 
“conceptual photographs,” which he read as exploring the relationship between the art object and 
life.84 Bannon drew a parallel between Porter and Jan Dibbets, joining them in a practice of 
making “situations for perception studies.”85 Dibbets was likely represented in the show by his 
“perspective corrections,” such as Perspective Correction, My Studio I, 2: Square with 2 
 
83 Loan agreement for Artists Use Photography, Hallwalls Gallery, November 20, 1976. Liliana Porter artist files, 
Hundred Acres Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.  
84 Anthony Bannon, “Photos on Exhibit Ask: ‘What If?’” Buffalo Evening News, December 9, 1976. Liliana Porter’s 
personal archive. 
85 Ibid.  
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Diagonals on Wall (1969, Figure 20), which investigate how linear perspective organizes our 
visual field. Indeed, both artists use the photograph as a tool for perceptual, phenomenological, 
and artistic research, even as they also combine those photographs with modes of drawing that 
make visible the conventions for rendering pictorial space. That Bannon framed this exhibition in 
terms of Post-Conceptualism—which, he said, “made tentative probes back out toward the 
object”—is provocative.86 For Porter and for Dibbets (whose Perspective Corrections were often 
photographic emulsion on canvas, connecting them with the painting tradition), the materiality of 
these works participate in the process by which they make meaning. What Bannon would seem 
to suggest is that instead of being completely “dematerialized,” or existing merely “as idea,” 
these works indeed assert the materiality of their existence, recalling Lucy Lippard’s 1973 
concession that “a piece of paper or a photograph is as much an object, or as ‘material’ as a ton 
of lead.”87 In this way, Artists Use Photography further enmeshed Porter into the discourse 
surrounding photography and conceptualism, and the confrontations and contradictions within.  
Following her return to New York and her debut of the photo-drawing-installations at 
Hundred Acres, Porter found her exhibition calendar full. Over the course of 1974 she sent her 
work out for a series of solo exhibitions in Europe: to Galerie Stampa in Basel; Galleria Conz in 
Venice; and again to Galleria Diagramma in Milan. The same year and into 1975, she also sent 
out work for several in Latin America: to Galería Colibri in San Juan; the Museo de Arte 
Moderno, in Bogotá (MAMBO); Galería Conkright in Caracas; and Galería Belarca in Bogotá. 
That Porter showed works representative of her 1973 production is a logical assumption: 
 
86 Ibid. 
87 Lucy R. Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (London Studio Vista, 
1973), 5. Here, reflecting on the use of “dematerialization,” Lippard maintained that what was important was not 
“how much materiality a work has, but what an artist is doing with it.” For her, dematerialization was a process, a 
“deemphasis on material aspects (uniqueness, permanence, decorative attractiveness).”  
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newspaper coverage corroborates that at least Untitled (Triangle) was on view at Galería 
Conkright88 while Porter’s own notes indicate that Untitled (Triangle) was on view at Galerie 
Stampa and MAMBO.89 The slim catalogues published by MAMBO and Galería Conkright lack 
exhibition checklists, yet their published images do offer some clues. The cover of the MAMBO 
publication included a photograph from Porter’s 1972–73 negatives that is not well known today: 
another version of her index finger interacting with a line drawn down the length of her finger 
and onto the non-place that surrounds it (Figure 21). The catalogue reproduces various, lesser-
known iterations of the photographs Porter was working with at the time, and others that re-
present familiar images in another format. For example, the image used in Untitled (The Line) 
[Horizontal] is turned on its side, so that the line runs vertically through the composition (Figure 
22). The book’s back cover features the image used in Untitled (Circle II), with a line traversing 
Porter’s entire palm, printed in reverse.90 This image from Untitled (Circle II) also appears in 
Galería Conkright’s publication, which combined images of various projects from this period. 
The topmost photograph from Untitled (Triangle) was printed at the top of the publication’s 
cover, with Porter’s lines extending out the space of the photograph and onto the white space of 
the page.91 The MAMBO catalogue, with its publication of little-known images, may suggest that 
more of the 1973 photographs were printed and exhibited than one previously thought; in other 
 
88 “La obra de arte-objeto de consumo es como el cadáver del hecho creativo,” El Nacional [Caracas], May 25, 
1974. Liliana Porter’s personal archive. 
89 Fact sheet for Untitled (Triangle), Liliana Porter’s personal archive. A pricelist for the Galería Colibri exhibition 
indicates that Porter showed a wide selection of prints, but likely none of the installations. Liliana Porter’s personal 
archive. Moreover, correspondence from Galería Belarca may suggest that the gallery took works from the Museo 
de Arte Moderno exhibition (“Belarca se quedara con lo sobrante...de Museo de Arte Moderno”), so these 
exhibitions may have been similar. Letter, Asenneth Velásquez to Liliana Porter, January 18, 1975. Liliana Porter’s 
personal archive. 
90 Liliana Porter (Bogotá: Museo de Arte Moderno, 1974), unpaginated. 
91 Liliana Porter (Caracas: Galería Conkright, 1974), unpaginated. 
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words, perhaps the images I am calling lesser-known from the vantage of 2020 were in fact at the 
time more visible. Or, perhaps these images did not appear in exhibitions, but existed in 
exhibition publications that carried the potential for distribution and mobility. If so, this would 
evidence another way in which Porter was strategically adapting her work to different modes of 
presentation.  
The Caracas newspaper El Nacional covered Porter’s exhibition at Galería Conkright, 
showing that despite the artist’s resistance, the terms of conceptualism were unequivocally the 
terms by which she was received. Under a headline calling Porter one of the most outstanding 
representatives of conceptual art was a photograph of Porter posed next to Untitled (Triangle), 
holding out her palm next to the photograph of her palm on the wall.92 In an interview following 
a brief biography, Porter was asked to speak on conceptualism and the role of art object. The 
writer cast Porter as an artist who was “not concerned with the message, nor the art object, but 
with the creative process, and disregards the label of representing conceptual art,” and ultimately 
asserted that “what she produces…is a philosophical, aesthetic, and even metaphysical 
proposition.”93  
Porter’s photo-drawing-installations used black-and-white gelatin silver prints, unframed 
and flat on the wall like a document, which allowed the works to resonate within the discourses 
that attended conceptualism and photography’s use in the 1960s and 70s. However, her practice 
during the early 1970s also intentionally allowed for flexibility: as an “artist using photography,” 
she was practiced in taking photographs of nails and hooks that she could use to make screens or 
 
92 “La Obra de Arte-Objeto de Consumo.” 
93 “…la autora no le preocupan los mensajes, ni el objeto artístico, sino el proceso creativo y desecha la etiqueta de 
representar el arte conceptual, lo que ella produce lleva a la reflexión y es sin duda una proposición filosófica, 
estética y hasta metafísica.” Ibid. 
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plates to print from. As her images circulated as photographs placed inside of installations (or as 
photographs on their own), she likewise used her 1972–73 negatives to make prints through a 
photoetching process, which could command a slightly higher price than the gelatin silver prints, 
or the photo-drawing-installations, could.94 This flexibility is exemplified by her 1973 
photoetching and pencil work called The Line (Figure 2), which originated from the same 
negatives as the photographs used in the photo-drawing-installations. Some of the images that 
make up The Square and Untitled (Geometric Group) have also notably appeared as 
photoetchings; in these, Porter uses a deep plate impression, almost exaggerating the language of 
printmaking, to organize the space on her large sheet of paper, and create the hinge between the 
composition and the sheet that her hand-drawn lines travel across. Moreover, the gesture of 
printing adds another layer of temporal mediation to the work, widening the gap between the 
time of photograph, the time of print, and the time of the drawing. Porter was thus constantly re-
negotiating the terms by which her work could exist: taking the form of prints, Porter’s images 
could participate in discourses of printmaking and, more practically, circulate within a world in 
which she had already established herself: that of international print biennials, including a great 
many taking place in Latin America. As a case in point: in 1974, she won the purchase prize at 
the International Print Biennial in Bradford, England, for one of these works.95 
Porter was a regular exhibitor in the robust network of biennials dotting the world by the 
1970s. She showed often in Ljubljana, Krakow, Bradford, and Tokyo’s print biennials, and 
during this period she also appeared in biennials and international surveys that were not print-
 
94 Undated Hundred Acres Gallery Liliana Porter price list. Liliana Porter artist file, Hundred Acres Gallery records, 
1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
95 Letter, Arts Council of Great Britain to Liliana Porter, March 30, 1976. Liliana Porter artist file, Hundred Acres 
Gallery records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
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specific in San Juan, Cali, Paris, Segovia, and Norway, among others. Porter was prolific and it 
is impossible to know just what she was showing; yet her works of 1973 were at least to some 
degree entered into this circuitry. For example, in late 1975, she showed one of her photography 
and drawing works—perhaps an installation—at the 9eme Bienniale de Paris.96 Moreover, the 
catalogue for a 1975 Latin American print biennial in Ibiza illustrates an obscure iteration of the 
installations: using the same image as that of Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], Porter drew the 
horizontal line along the wall as usual, then extended vertical lines downward at each end, 
connecting the lines to form a square (Figure 23).97  
International biennials functioned as points of exchange among artists and curators, and 
participation in these shows provided inroads to new contexts at various nodes in these 
transnational networks. Porter, too, traveled among European cities during this time from her 
base in Lucca. By September 1975, she wrote to Barbara Toll at Hundred Acres from Mainz, 
Germany, where she was showing some drawings and prints, reporting on the interest in her 
work among European gallerists and dealers: “Marlborough in Rome wants a small show for 
upstairs, Hans Meyer [in Dusseldorf] is very interested in a show, and D.M. Gallery in London 
‘wishes a show very badly.’”98 In 1976, Philomena Magers of Galerie Magers in Bonn, wrote 
Porter about a show they were organizing called Frauen Machen Kunst (Women Make Art). “We 
are interested in your works we saw at the 9e Biennale de Paris,” she wrote, slightly puzzled, 
 
96 Letter, Philomena Magers to Liliana Porter, June 8, 1976. Liliana Porter artist folder, Hundred Acres Gallery 
records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 
97 27 grabados hispanoamericanos en la Bienal de Ibiza: Sala de Exposiciones del Instituto de Cultura Hispanica de 
Madrid (Madrid: Instituto de Cultura Hispánica, 1975), 11. Porter says she did not repeat the square after this.  
98 Letter, Liliana Porter to Barbara Toll, September, 1975. Liliana Porter artist folder, Hundred Acres Gallery 
records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. These exhibitions appear not have to have 
materialized, yet Porter’s relaying of this interest indicates the extent to which her work was being seen in Europe 
during this time. 
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“though we do not quite know whether we have understood them properly.”99 Magers planned 
for the exhibition to “try to analyze the concept of ‘feminist art,’ to distinguish it from women’s 
non-feminist art,” to try “to demonstrate the various ways of thinking within feminist art…. to 
discuss whether works [using self-portraiture] might be feminist art or not.” Her proposed list of 
artists included Marina Abramović, Lynda Benglis, VALIE EXPORT, and Agnes Martin, among 
others.100 Porter offered to lend similar works as had been exhibited in Paris, and included 
installation requirements suggesting that Untitled (Triangle), Untitled (Circle), or a version of 
Untitled (Line) [Horizontal] may have been part of this show.101  
While Porter did not comment on whether the gallery was or was not understanding the 
works properly, her willingness to participate leaves open the possibility that the photo-drawing-
installations could be analyzed with relationship to feminism.102 That Galerie Magers responded 
to the work this way signals that Porter’s photographed body, by 1976, could be read as a site of 
gendered discourse; and it is curious that Frauen Machen Kunst would be the only exhibition 
until the 2017 landmark Radical Women: Latin American Art 1960–1985 that would attempt to 
recover these politics in her 1973 production. Porter’s presentation of her own disembodied 
hands on the wall would have been seen as a political expression when placed alongside works 
by Abramović and EXPORT, who staged encounters between their own bodies and the gazes of 
their viewers. Her body may have been read as estranged, even dismembered, through her 
photographic cropping, and juxtaposed with her hand-drawn archetypes of rationality and 
 
99 Letter, Philomena Magers to Liliana Porter, June 8, 1976. Liliana Porter artist folder, Hundred Acres Gallery 
records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.  
100 Ibid. 
101 Letter, Liliana Porter to Philomena Magers, July 15, 1976. Liliana Porter artist folder, Hundred Acres Gallery 
records, 1970–1977. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution. 




knowledge, they would have offered a striking expression of the complexity and limits of (self-
)representation. 
Porter’s work also moved through Europe specifically within the context of Latin 
American conceptualism. The exhibition Art Systems in Latin America, organized by Centro de 
Arte y Comunicación (CAyC) in Buenos Aires, presented hundreds of works by some fifty or 
sixty artists (depending on the venue) and was shown at various cities including London, 
Brussels, and Paris between 1974 and 1976.103 Led by the artist-curator-critic-entrepreneur Jorge 
Glusberg, CAyC had been established in 1968 as a multidisciplinary workshop by “artists, 
sociologists, logicians, critics of art and psychologists,” who aimed to develop experiments to 
“[bring] into evidence the new unity of our art, science and social environment.”104 Glusberg was 
a controversial figure whose financial prosperity afforded the center resources with which to 
campaign for the inclusion of Argentinean and Latin American artists in the “mainstream.” His 
project was undertaken by exporting—via exhibitions mounted in the US and Europe—the work 
of artists who could be inserted into a pluralist and global field of conceptualism. To further 
promote Buenos Aires as an artistic capital, Glusberg also brought North American and 
European artists and critics—for example, Lucy R. Lippard and Joseph Kosuth—to CAyC to 
curate exhibitions and participate in public programs. CAyC was instrumental in inventing the 
 
103 It seems that Art Systems in Latin America began at the Internationaal Cultureel Centrum (ICC), Antwerp; the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels; and the ICA London, according to the Institute of Contemporary Art London, “Art 
Systems in Latin America,” press release, undated. Liliana Porter’s personal archive. It then seems to have traveled 
to Espace Pierre Cardin, Paris, according to a letter from Jorge Glusberg to Liliana Porter, July 29, 1974. Liliana 
Porter’s personal archive. In correspondence between Glusberg and Porter it is also sometimes called Art Systems 
’74. An exhibition called CAYC held at the Galleria Cívica D’Arte Moderna, Ferrara, Italy; and the Louisiana 
Museum, Copenhagen in 1975–76 may be a continuation of this project. See Liliana Porter’s curriculum vitae, 
http://lilianaporter.com/artist?content=resume. Accessed May 13, 2020. 
104 Jorge Glusberg, “Arte y cibernética” in Arte y cibernética: First Exhibition of the Centre of Studies on Art and 
Communication of the Foundation of Interdisciplinary Research Presented at the Bonino Gallery, Buenos Aires 
(Buenos Aires: CEAC, 1969), unpaginated.  
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international movement that Glusberg called arte de sistemas (systems art). In this model, 
artworks are understood as sign systems with a great range of potential meanings, latent in each 
work. Here, artists move away from their previously assumed role as a producer of meaning and 
toward that of an “encoder” or “organizer” of meaning.105 For Glusberg and his project, “systems 
art” became a flexible shorthand by which a vast heterogeneity of artistic proposals could be 
assimilated and described and, as CAyC’s profile rose, rendered visible on an international 
stage.106  
It was into this discursive context that Porter was placed when Glusberg invited her to 
participate in Art Systems in Latin America. It’s unclear exactly what Porter exhibited, but it’s 
possible that it may have been one of her photo and drawing based installations.107 A May 1974 
CAyC bulletin from this period featured an image of Untitled (Triangle) alongside the caption 
“Liliana Porter in Art Systems in Latin America organized by Jorge Glusberg and presented at the 
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Brussels, May 28th–June 23rd, 1974”—which may suggest that she 
showed this or similar work at least in this iteration of the exhibition (Figure 24). The bulletin 
 
105 Mari Carmen Ramírez, Inverted Utopias, Avant-Garde Art in Latin America, ed. Mari Carmen Ramírez and 
Hector Olea (New Haven and London: Yale University Press; Houston: The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 2004), 
13. 
106 Examples of CAyC’s exhibitions activity outside of Argentina in this period include: De la figuración al arte de 
sistemas (From Figuration to System Art, Camden Art Centre, London, 1971); and Hacia un Perfil del Arte 
Latinoamericano (Toward a Profile of Latin American Art), which originated at CAyC in 1972 and traveled to 
several cities including Medellín, Buenos Aires, Pamplona, Madrid, Warsaw, Reykjavik, Quito, and Panama; and 
was show in the US at the University of Virginia and Oberlin College. For an overview of CAyC’s activity, see 
Madeline Weisburg, “Finding a Techno-Utopia: Arte y cibernética,” in Exhibitionary Histories of Postwar Latin 
American Art, ed. Nicholas Morgan (New York, Institute for Studies on Latin American Art, 2018), 10–20.  
107 The catalogue produced by the ICA London for Art Systems in Latin America was a portfolio of loose sheets, and 
Porter’s page showed installation images of her Wrinkle environment. However, this does not necessarily reflect 
what was shown in the exhibition. In a letter to Porter, Glusberg noted that the London and Paris iterations of the 
exhibition should have high-quality publications, and asked the artist to provide an image of the work she wanted to 
appear on her page of the publication, which “may or may not be related to your work in the publication” (“puede 
estar o no referido a tu obra en la muestra”). Letter, Jorge Glusberg to Liliana Porter, July 29, 1974. Liliana Porter’s 
personal archive. Moreover, Art Systems in Latin America seems to have had variable presentations at its different 
venues, and the extent to which Porter participated is unclear.  
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also included an excerpt from James Collins’s favorable Artforum review, lending an 
endorsement from the art world capital to Porter’s project and, by extension, to Glusberg’s.108 
Glusberg’s catalogue essay for the ICA presentation, published in English and Spanish, 
argued that artistic production in Latin America was fundamentally different than that of the 
“First World” due to its condition of underdevelopment. The work in Art Systems signified, he 
explained, “an attempt to break away from the ideological domination of the countries that have 
the power and the wealth.” Glusberg felt the need to speak simultaneously to local and 
international tendencies, noting that these works, “at work with an international language,” “try 
to sketch a reality which characterizes a country of the Third World.” He inscribed ideological 
motivation onto the heterogenous artworks in Art Systems: Latin American artists, living out 
political struggle of their daily lives, included these problems directly in their work, in contract 
to European modes of political engagement which Glusberg deemed “theoretical discussions.”109 
In tandem with the exhibition, the ICA scheduled a robust public program called Latin American 
Week, which included panels, artists talks, video screenings, and concerts.110 The ICA’s press 
release described the work in the show as belonging to medley of early-1970s -isms, noting that 
“Conceptual art, poor art, ecologic art, computer art, action art, magic art, political art, zoologic 
art, are all part of this show which belongs to the Latin American avant-garde.” It also claimed 
that the exhibition would “allow Europeans to discover certain clues for a better understanding of 
 
108 Centro de Arte y Comunicación bulletin, May 22, 1974. Liliana Porter’s personal archive.  
109 Jorge Glusberg, “Introduction to Art Systems in Latin America,” in Art Systems in Latin America (London: ICA 
London, 1974), unpaginated.  
110 Institute of Contemporary Art London, “Art Systems in Latin America,” press release, undated. Liliana Porter’s 
personal archive.  
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the so-called Third World, and … to cross the bridge which connects them to their fellow men on 
Latin America, who, due to the facts of incommuncation and distance, are unknown to them.”111 
Wide-eyed at the possibility for Europeans to “discover” art from Latin America, the 
ICA’s press release underscores the tension humming below a project like Glusberg’s, which 
presents both an identity-based approach based on difference, and a “global” one, based on 
similarity. Here, arte de sistemas could contain everything, and could forge links between 
European and Latin American production, even as Glusberg tried to advance a notion of a 
distinctly Latin American approach conditioned by political struggle that may or may not have 
been legible in the works themselves. As arte de sistemas strategically expanded to include 
various formal and conceptual modes of production that positioned the viewer as a receiver of an 
open-ended system of signs and meaning, “Latin American,” too, became a totalizing force, 
sweeping aside the complexities of lived, transnational experience for easily-exportable 
identifiers. Porter, for example, had been working in New York—and/or Europe—for a decade 
by this point, belonging to multiple localities and identities, depending on the direction and 
desire of the international gaze.112 
Porter’s photo-drawing-installations did not appear in Argentina until late 1977, and 
when they did, they landed similarly as they had in Caracas in 1974: the terms of arte conceptual 
structured most of the conversation in the deluge of press coverage that welcomed the artist back 
 
111 Ibid.  
112 The ability of Porter’s work to also be legible within a depoliticized “international” field is suggested by the 
inclusion of Untitled (Circle) in an exhibition called Illusion and Reality that toured six venues throughout Australia 
in 1977 and 1978. It was organized by John Stringer for the Australian Gallery Directors Council, who aimed to 
situate contemporary Australian artists in a specifically “international” context, and did so through a presentation of 
artists working across a range of mediums to address the notion of “realism.” Here, Porter was among a group of 44 
artists including a concentration of those associated with conceptualism (Ian Burn, Bernd and Hilla Becher, Jan 
Dibbets, Joseph Kosuth, and Ed Ruscha), who all had in common their use of photography. See John Stringer, ed. 
Illusion and Reality (North Sydney, N.S.W.: Australian Gallery Directors’ Council, 1977).  
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to Buenos Aires after thirteen years away. This is no surprise; Buenos Aires, with its history of 
experimental art practice, considered itself a center of conceptualism; and Glusberg, through 
CAyC, had been working explicitly for a decade to insert the work of its associated artists—and 
by extension the Latin American “region”—into the global map of conceptual practices. Many 
writers covering Porter’s return to Buenos Aires in 1977 and 1978 also sought to recover 
metaphysical and philosophical poetics in the work, which one called “a strange oddity.”113 
Florencia Bazzano-Nelson has observed that critics associated Porter both with members of 
CAyC, and with other Argentine artists working abroad like David Lamelas and Leandro Katz. 
Still, she situates Porter’s place in the Buenos Aires artistic landscape thus: “Despite the 
conceptual links, her work was rather unique for Argentina: none of these artists’ work looked 
like hers, and few besides her were working with such a personal blend of conceptualism, 
figuration, and printmaking.”114 It was perhaps due to some of her work’s strangeness and its 
material nomadism that writers, even as they deferred to conceptualism, also felt compelled to 
note her difference: one wrote, “Porter’s work, experimental and of serious interest indeed, is the 
product of a conscious intellectual elaboration, of an expressive disposition that prevents the 
work from becoming cold, dry, or aesthetically inert.”115 
A profile written by the novelist and critic Miguel Briante in the local publication 
Confirmado sets the scene for Porter’s 1977 exhibition. It was held at Galería Artemúltiple, a 
space opened two years prior that hosted exhibitions and talks by art critics, published a 
 
113 Miguel Briante, “Arte: Argentina en la vanguardia,” Confirmado [Buenos Aires], November 30, 1978. Liliana 
Porter’s personal archive. 
114 Bazzano-Nelson, Liliana Porter and the Art of Simulation, 6. 
115 “Toda esta obra de Porter, experimental y de serio interés por cierto, es product de una consciente elaboración 
intellectual comoasimismo de un temperament expresivo que impide la cosa se enfríe, se torne árida o inerte 
estéticamente.” Hugo Monzón, “Liliana Porter entrega sus interesantes experiencias,” La Opinión [Buenos Aires], 
October 30, 1977. Liliana Porter’s personal archive. 
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newsletter, and acted as a center of political resistance. Briante describes how Porter had arrived 
from New York and inspired “fervor” among critics and artists for her show of prints and 
drawings, which he found curious because of the marginal status of her media compared to 
painting. “There was a unanimous feeling among painters,” he wrote, “that the show was 
one…of the best of the year.”116 Briante’s piece tells us that Porter exhibited a range of material, 
from her early works—such as that of a silkscreened nail accompanied by a real scratch incised 
on the paper—to prints from her body of work focused on René Magritte, which she made 
shortly after the photo-drawing-installations this thesis investigates. Briante clearly describes 
Untitled (Triangle); it’s possible that more of these works were shown. Briante also describes an 
unnamed work likely similar to Porter’s late 1970s “wall pieces” like El Viaje (The Journey, 
1977), in which the artist combined photorealistic prints, drawings, and real objects arranged in 
three rows, each element separated with commas as if the elements formed a sentence.117 In a 
case, Porter showed eleven photographs and a text that summarized her work of the last decade. 
The Argentine artist Victor Grippo, who was also part of CAyC’s Grupo de los Trece (Group of 
Thirteen, later renamed the Grupo CAyC), accompanied Briante to the show and commented on 
the “dematerialization” of Porter’s production. Grippo and Briante were both enchanted by the 
role of the “playful and maddening wall” in Porter’s situations. Briante wrote:    
The wall must be taken down suddenly, the day the show closed. The painters were 
waiting to fill in the holes and cover the prints with white. One by one, hastily, without 
ritual, the things were taken down […] Victor Grippo said: “What a paradox! That wall, 
so immaterial and yet so concrete, should be taken down. A painting, on the other 
hand...you put under your arm and take home.”118 
 
116 Miguel Briante, “Liliana Porter: Work in Progress,” in Fotografia y ficcion, 224. 
117 Ibid., 225. El Viaje is one documented example of these temporary installations, which Porter would make in the 
late 1970s and which provoked writers to take a more overtly semiotic view of her work. For an overview of these 
and similar works and the critical reception in Argentina, see Bazzano-Nelson, “In Search of Imminent 





Here and with striking clarity, the issues raised by the ephemerality of Porter’s works were 
brought to the fore. This makes sense, considering that by 1977 the artist was increasingly 
making interdisciplinary works that continued to emphasize her use of the wall as a support. And 
despite Grippo’s appearance in his text, Briante avoided any discussion of arte de sistemas or 
arte conceptual, and focused instead on the poetics of Porter’s engagement with ephemerality, 
reality, and time (both Magritte and Jorge Luis Borges and Rene feature heavily in the text). Like 
other writers in this period, Briante saw Porter as bringing metaphysical and philosophical 
weight to her investigations into reality and fiction.  
Porter’s successful return to Argentina would lead to another well-received show at 
Artemúltiple in 1978 and in November that same year, she won first prize in Arte Argentino 78 at 
the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Buenos Aires. Arte Argentino 78 was convened by the 
Asociación Argentina de Críticos de Arte (AACA), of which Glusberg was president. The 
AACA invited 48 artists they felt represented the best of current Argentinean art, and Porter was 
awarded the first prize.119 The award was given on the basis of a wall/floor installation with nails 
and string in the style of Untitled (Nails)—six years after New York critics had expressed a lack 
of enthusiasm at seeing this work at the Museum of Modern Art.120 Several critics praised the 
 
119 Lajos Szalay, “Panorama seminal de artes plasticas,” Le Prensa [Buenos Aires], November 20, 1978. Liliana 
Porter’s personal archive.  
120 “Los premios de confusion,” Somos [Buenos Aires], November 24, 1978. Liliana Porter’s personal archive. This 
critic was not impressed, asking whether Arte Argetnino 78 signaled that serious art was dead, and noting in 
response to Porter’s work, which was to be purchased by prize sponsor Pupilent-Voss: “The $4,000 that Pupilent-
Voss allocated to acquire the winning work of art begs the question: Will the firm transport an entire wall of the 
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes to their offices?” (“Los 4.000 dólares que Pupilent-Voss otorgó para adquirir la 
obra ganadora plantean un interrogante: ¿podrá la firma transporter toda una pared del Museo Nacional de Bellas 
Artes a sus propias oficinas?”) 
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awards as a triumph for vitality and lucidity in contemporary practice, and, critically, for arte 
conceptual.121  
At the same time, Miguel Briante described how there was also some controversy over 
the award’s legitimacy because Porter had, by this point, been living in New York for fourteen 
years.122 Porter responded by articulating the complexity of her experience navigating a vast art 
world that paradoxically relied on geography as a shorthand for understanding artistic 
production, especially as it related to formal resemblances: “What is reality for the Argentineans 
who live in New York? What does it mean? Where are the limits? […] When I’m in New York, 
New Yorkers say that what I do is European, and when I’m in Europe, [Europeans] don’t say 
that.”123  
Here, Porter succinctly touched on the unstable position of her works as they moved 
between continents, arising at various sites and entering in various local discourses. Of course, 
the exhibition history charted here is not an exhaustive account of each instance of the photo-
drawing-installations’ display during the 1970s. Instead, it aims to reconstruct a critical-historical 
context, however partial, for works that were by their very nature made to travel, springing up at 
various sites, and constantly generating new encounters. Analyzing key moments of display 
shows how integral that multiplicity was to the photo-drawing-installations: In general, they 
displayed a degree of flexibility and responsiveness, and could adapt to different opportunities. 
Sometimes this was material: gelatin silver prints could resonate as photographs; or installations 
 
121 See for example: “Reconocimiento público para el arte conceptual argentine,” La Opinión [Buenos Aires], 
November 20, 1978; and “Frescura y vitalidad en Arte Argentino 78,” La Nación [Buenos Aires], November 25, 
1978. Liliana Porter’s personal archive.  
122 Briante, “Arte: Argentina en la vanguardia.”  
123 “¿Qué es la realidad para los argentinos que vivimos en Nueva York? ¿Qué quiere decir? ¿Cuál es el límite? […] 




could be dissembled into their constituent images, published in catalogues; in still other cases, 
they could be redeployed as prints and circulate in international print biennials, opening up to 
new points of exchange. Moreover, the work was mutable in the hands of curators who had diffe-
rent areas of interest, and was received by critics differently in different contexts. In key 
instances in the US, they were read as signaling the intellectual seriousness of Porter’s 
experimentation, while some critics in Buenos Aires sought to recover the metaphysical and 
philosophical properties of her practice. They were also swept into exhibitions that proposed the 
existence of “international” language based on conceptual tendencies. All along the way, 
discourses of conceptualism (whether implicit or explicit) conditioned their legibility, despite the 
artist’s resistance to this categorization. Into the 1980s, the photo-drawing-installations would 
lose some of their visibility, until the 1990s triggered a reassessment of conceptual art and Latin 
American art that lasted into the 2000s. Chapter three describes how, in that new context, the 
works would appear again when Porter, now a well-recognized artist, went back to her negatives 
forty years after their initial conception.   
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Chapter Three: Reproductions, Restagings, and Revisions, 2012–Present 
 
Visitors to Liliana Porter’s 2009 exhibition Línea de tiempo (Time Line) at Museo 
Tamayo in Mexico City might have experienced a moment of déjà vu when they discovered two 
instances of what appeared to be the same photoetching with graphite work, The Line (Figure 2), 
hanging in the museum. One, at the entrance, was dated 1973; the second, at the exit, was dated 
1973 with a parenthesis: printed by the artist in 2008. What was the difference between these two 
works that possessed the same title and different dates? In the first instance of The Line, there 
was a small temporal gap between the moment of the work’s conception (or, the time of the 
photograph) and completion (the photoetching’s printing and the drawing of the line). In the 
second print, the one Porter executed in 2008, that gap had significantly widened. Of the choice 
to install The Line at two different points in the exhibition, curator Tobias Ostrander cited the 
“multiple repetitions” evidenced in Porter’s oeuvre, her “strategy of continually reworking her 
images and subjects.” He wrote, “This positioning asks us to question whether our perception of 
each of these works is distinct—changed by our time and movement through the exhibition…”124 
Ostrander’s curatorial move underscored a key, but underexplored, component of Porter’s work 
in general, and one that must be considered in any study that aims to better understand her 1973 
production. Ostrander’s doubling of the same work pointed toward a larger conversation about 
how artworks are re-executed, re-visited, and re-considered.  
The question Ostrander is interested in—how does a work, and our perception of it, 
change over time?—is an increasingly appropriate one for Porter’s photo-drawing-installations 
of 1973. This chapter describes how the artist formally revisited these works around 2012 to 
2014, analyzing the issues raised by their restaging within the context of her career’s trajectory. 
 
124 Ostrander, “Time Line,” 49. 
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Indeed, as the temporal space between a work’s conception and its subsequent instances of 
display grows, “decision making becomes increasingly non-synchronous with initial 
production,”125 as Martha Bursik has observed. As this chapter shows, changes arise in their 
presentational terms, bracketed by institutional and economic forces that attempt to contend with 
the unruliness of practices like Porter’s, which has always been invested in the way that 
reproducibility and ephemerality put pressure on the stability of the artwork. Bursik notes that 
artistic production like this raises provocative questions: “What is the work? Where is the work? 
When is the work?”126 Such questions are productive for thinking through how the photo-
drawing-installations have challenged and resisted discursive models, even as new approaches 
strive to draw more complex maps that can respond to their polyvalence.   
First, I want to acknowledge the inherent difficulty in exhaustively describing what 
exactly is taking place here. What I will discuss in this chapter are two interrelated issues: first, 
the reprinting of the photographs which constitute one element of the photo-drawing-
installations; and second, the re-articulation (or perhaps revision) of parameters of their 
presentation (i.e., their titles and installation instructions). The best term with which to approach 
this situation may be “restaging,” with its implicit performativity and its attention to all of the 
elements that make up a given event or situation. Perhaps what the artist has primarily done in 
revisiting her works in 2012–14 is akin to republishing the script that allows the works to be 
materialized. Of course, part of complexity of this conversation arises from the elusive nature of 
an artwork’s moment of conception, itself a central tenant in discourses of conceptualism.  
 
125 Bursik, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art, 15.  
126 Ibid., 47. 
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For a period after 1980, the photo-drawing-installations and their related photographs 
appear not to have been as visible as they had been in the 1970s.127 It took some time for the 
photo-drawing-installations to become more visible, marked by a few key moments of display 
that began cropping up around the time Porter had a swell of mid-career surveys beginning in 
1990.128 Her first large-scale, institutional exhibition in the US opened at The Bronx Museum of 
the Arts in 1992, and traveled to the Archer Huntington Art Gallery at University Texas at 
Austin. Organized by Marysol Nieves and Mari Carmen Ramírez, it was titled Liliana Porter: 
Fragments of the Journey, 1968–1991 and brought together over 100 works, including a vast 
selection of her early work. Here, perhaps for the first time, Untitled (Triangle), Untitled 
(Circle), and Untitled (Geometric Group) all appeared in the same space.129 In 2003–04, Liliana 
Porter: Fotografía y ficción, curated by Inés Katzenstein for Centro Cultural Recoleta in Buenos 
Aires and the Museo Castagnino, Rosario, was significant for reviving much of Porter’s 1970s 
work, drawing out the narrative that photography was as an integral tool of conceptual 
investigation throughout the artist’s career. In researching Porter’s negatives, Katzenstein moved 
to include many photographs that Porter did not have prints for, and Porter printed them digitally 
 
127 Porter moved onto new projects quickly after the photo-drawing-installations. It is also worth noting that in the 
late 1970s, Porter survived breast cancer; she and Camnitzer divorced; and she remarried and moved back to New 
York City. By then, in her “wall works” and works on canvas she had developed a more figurative style that she 
called “more emotional, less intellectual.” Although the works were well-received, what followed was a general 
period of reduced exhibition activity during the 1980s, so it is likely that all these factors contributed to the relative 
invisibility of the 1973 works. On this period, see: Liliana Porter, oral history interview with Judith Olch Richards, 
June 27–28, 2012. Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution; and Bazzano-Nelson, “In Search of Imminent 
Revelations,” in Liliana Porter: The Art of Simulation, 67–94.  
128 These surveys began with Obra Grafica 1964–1990 at the Centro de Recepciones del Gobierno in for the IX 
Bienal de San Juan in 1991; and Selección de obras 1968/1990 at Fundación San Telmo in Buenos Aires, which 
traveled to Museo Nacional de Artes Plasticas in Montevideo and Museo Nacionale de Bellas Artes in Santiago de 
Chile, in 1990–91. See Mari Carmen Ramírez, ed., Liliana Porter: Obra gráfica 1964–1990 (San Juan, Puerto Rico: 
Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña, 1991), and Liliana Porter: Selección de obras 1968/1990 (Buenos Aires: 
Fundación San Telmo, 1990). 
129 “Exhibition Checklist,” in Liliana Porter: Fragments of the Journey, 66–67.  
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for the exhibition.130 Of the photo-drawing-installations, it included a version of Untitled 
(Circle).131 The exhibition was crucial in making Porter’s work known on a larger scale, both in 
Argentina and abroad. Untitled (Circle) appeared periodically after this, including in the 
previously discussed Línea de tiempo at the Tamayo in 2009, Porter’s first solo exhibition in 
Mexico since 1958.132 Meanwhile, her early production continued to come into new light: for 
example, in 2008–2009, the Blanton Museum of Art exhibition, The New York Graphic 
Workshop: 1964–1970, presented the first major examination of the NYGW’s printmaking 
practices and an argument for their place in the histories of conceptualism. 
 Interest in her 1973 production had grown significantly by 2012: inquiries were coming 
in, she needed more copies, and the digital prints she’d made in 2003 had only been meant as a 
short-term solution. Why not make a proper edition? Porter returned to her negatives and, 
working with Chuck Kelton, directed the production of crisp, even, selenium-toned gelatin silver 
prints of several of the images from the early 1970s.133 With respect to the photo-drawing-
installations, this included the images for Untitled (Line) (Figure 25), Untitled (Line II) (Figure 
26), and Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], printed in an edition of three plus two artist proofs.  
 
 
130 Liliana Porter, oral history interview with Judith Olch Richards, June 27–28, 2012. Archives of American Art, 
Smithsonian Institution. Porter reprinted several images for this exhibition, clearly demoted in the exhibition 
checklist. Porter may have also made digital prints of the photographs from the photo-drawing-installations, though 
the Untitled (Circle) on view in Fotografía y ficción is dated to 1973 in the published exhibition checklist. See: 
“Lista de Obras,” in Fotografía y ficción, 186. 
131 “Lista de Obras,” in Fotografía y ficción, 186. Untitled (Circle) was the only photo-drawing-installation on view 
and was not illustrated in the catalogue, although Untitled (Line) [Horizontal] was published (see page 58).  
132 “Lista de Obra” in Liliana Porter: Línea de tiempo, 60. 
133 Porter’s studio documents record at least 25 negatives dating between 1972 and 1977 as having been reprinted 
from 2012 to 2014. For the purposes of this thesis, second-order key images include: Untitled (Self portrait with 
square), printed 2012; Untitled (hands and triangle), printed 2012; Untitled (Porter and Camnitzer with drawing), 
printed 2012; and Untitled (Self portrait with square II), printed 2014. All of these were printed in edition of three 
plus two artist’s proofs. The Square, printed in 2013, was printed in an edition of five plus two artist’s proofs. Studio 
records, Liliana Porter’s personal archive.  
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Untitled (Circle), so long a mystery with its several iterations, unfurled itself as six distinctly 
catalogued works. Four variations—Untitled (Circle I), Untitled (Circle IV), Untitled (Circle VI), 
and the obscure Untitled (Circle, version II B)—were each printed in an edition of five plus two 
artist proofs (Figure 15b).134 Porter also re-printed some of her triangle photographs, but to a new 
end: now, she said, there were Untitled (triangle with one hand | right) and Untitled (triangle 
with one hand | left) (Figure 27), which used only the bottom right and left photographs of the 
triangle installation, respectively. These were each printed in an edition of five plus two artist 
proofs.135 Porter also gave the works new descriptive tiles. Especially in the case of Untitled 
(Circle), the permutational language used in their parentheses gives away the attempt to 
catalogue and categorize the works.  
Porter printed her images at roughly the size she had used in the 1970s, approximately 
eight by ten inches, keeping the relationship between her printed hand and her actual hand nearly 
one-to-one. Unlike the prints from the 1970s, the 2012 prints were not laminated. The 2012 
edition appears to have also formally added the fine-art apparatus that has historically 
accompanied “fine art” photography—the mat and the frame—to these works. Installation 
instructions for the 2012 edition indicate that the photographs can be framed in a white box 
frame and a white mat; but they are also emphatic that the hand-drawn  line “should not extend 
on top of the frame itself.” The exception is Untitled (Circle) in all its variations, which is not 
indicated for framing.136 
 
134 Untitled (Circle II) and Untitled (Circle III) were not reprinted. Studio records, Liliana Porter’s personal archive.  




How do these works change when they are re-printed and literally re-framed this way? In 
the case of the framed works, gone is Porter’s previous insistence on the flatness of the 
photographic surface as coextensive with the wall. Take the print in Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], 
which was previously affixed to the wall with tape, without anything to mediate the gap between 
virtual and the real shape. In its 2012 iteration, a Benjaminian “cult value” is recuperated through 
an institutionally-sanctioned aesthetic.137  This cult value is essentially predicated on the 
preciousness and the “aura” of the art object, a proposition that has long challenged and troubled 
photography. But a mat and a frame announce that a photograph is indeed art. When Untitled 
(Line) [Horizontal] is matted and framed, its precariousness is stabilized and it reads as more 
traditionally “photographic,” suggesting that one could own the work as a photograph rather than 
as an element in an installation. Indeed, when Porter restaged this work she was working at a 
radically different point in her career, within twenty-first-century market contexts. Porter has 
said that when she initially printed and circulated her photographs in the 1970s, there was no real 
market for photography; things had changed by 2012.138 It is also the case that in the 1990s and 
2000s—coordinating with a moment of economic globalization—the art market developed 
around Latin American Art in a way that it simply did not exist in the 1970s.  
While these shifts may seem to complicate the narrative that these installations should be 
considered as radical in their method of employing photography, Porter still likens her position 
 
137 For an overview of how photography’s methods of display were institutionalized in effort to restore the medium’s 
precarious cult-value and legitimize it in a fine art context, see Christopher Phillips, “The Judgment Seat of 
Photography” in The Contest of Meaning: Critical Histories of Photography, ed. Richard Bolton (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 1992), 16–42. Phillips describes how at MoMA, John Szarkowski constructed a legitimizing mode of 
display for photography based on prints of uniform size and fine art accouterments: matching frames, white mats, 
and glazing.   
138 Liliana Porter in Liliana Porter in Conversation, 66. Porter says: “Before the 1990s I had exhibited a few, very 




to that of a writer self-reflexively commenting on grammar and the conventions that structure 
how we make sense of a text—or in this case, a photograph. As she has recently reflected, this 
“awareness of one’s medium” may simply be read as Porter still considering “the language of 
framing” from her vantage point in 2012.139 Because the photographs are generously matted and 
wrapped in frames, Porter’s graphite line must traverse two layers of mediation on its journey 
between the photograph and the wall: it moves across the mat to its edges, skips over the frame, 
then picks up on the wall. The frame itself, once only implied by Porter’s extension of her line 
off the edge of the photograph and onto the wall, is concretized by these conventional 
presentational methods. Insisting that the hand-drawn  line never appear on the face of the frame 
itself, Porter creates a literal gap, an inch or so space that interrupts the line and draws awareness 
to the frame’s presence. The mat is also made apparent, becoming another surface on which a 
drawing may exist: skin, non-place, rag board, wall. In this way, the conventions of Porter’s 
medium become protagonists in the work, key material elements across which the work plays 
out. That Porter thought of her 1973 installations as “pranks” is instructive: in this context, the 
gap created by her white frame looks a lot like mischief.140  
Just when we think we understand how these works might exist, Porter resists definition: 
yet another version of these images appeared in 2013 when Porter created a limited edition 
portfolio titled The Line and explored how sequencing offered another mode of presenting time. 
Printed with Toluca Éditions, a publishing house in Paris, the portfolio included a set of five 
signed gelatin silver prints “intervened with black ink by the artist” in a limited edition of twenty 
 
139 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, September 11, 2019. 
140 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020. 
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five, with five hors de commerce.141 The portfolio includes one image from the series The 
Square; the photograph from Untitled (Triangle with one hand | right); the photograph used to 
create Untitled (Circle IV), which features Porter’s hand turned on its side; an image of Porter’s 
index finger pointing, with a line drawn along it; and another image of Porter’s hand from a 
triptych of photographs called White (Figure 28). Unlike Porter’s photographs that are intended 
to become installations, these images were printed smaller than life-size on large sheets of paper. 
As a portfolio, The Line can be seen as Porter re-packaging her oeuvre: here, Porter literally 
created a new container, or setting, in which her photograph-and-drawing works could exist. In 
her decision to include this particular combination of five prints—most curiously, to break up the 
sequence known as The Square, and to include the lesser-known image from White—we see 
Porter turning a curatorial gaze onto her own oeuvre and presenting a survey of her photographic 
work from 1973. In this context the images function serially, able to be sequenced and re-
sequenced. Finally, the portfolio might signal another of Porter’s “pranks,” a device for 
expanding the distribution of her images in the world: These photographs are outside of her 
small, closed 2012–13 editions, yet she acknowledges that there is nothing stopping an owner of 
the portfolio from, if so desired, hanging the photographs on the wall and extend her line into 
their real space.142 
As part of the process of excavating the 1973 images, Porter also moved to create a 
distinction between the edition printed in 2012 and the photographs printed in the 1970s by 
terming the latter a “vintage edition.” Porter tried to establish how many prints existed in this 
 
141 “The Line,” Toluca Éditions. Accessed March 10, 2020. https://www.tolucaeditions.com/?portfolio=the-line. 
142 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020.  
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“vintage edition,” a counterintuitive proposition.143 As we well know, her attitude toward 
reproduction was intentionally open: completing an edition was beside the point, and simply 
often did not keep track of the number of prints she made. Based on the number of the vintage 
prints she knew of at the time, Porter decided that Untitled (Triangle) would be called a vintage 
edition of three. She had some extra copies of the bottom right and bottom left corners of the 
triangle: these became Untitled (triangle with one hand | right) and Untitled (triangle with one 
hand | left), both in a vintage edition of two. Untitled (Circle I) was declared a vintage edition of 
three; and Untitled (Circle II), Untitled (Circle III), Untitled (Circle VI), Untitled (Circle, version 
II B) each declared a vintage edition of two. Porter catalogued no known vintage prints for 
Untitled (Circle IV).  She had only one vintage print of Untitled (Line) [Horizontal]. Finally, 
Porter had one complete vintage set of the six prints comprising Untitled (Geometric Group). 
This work was also reorganized so that it comprised three prints instead of six; Porter named this 
iteration a vintage edition of two. The work was further branched into installations using single 
images: Untitled (Wall installation with geometric shape / cube); Untitled (wall installation with 
geometric shape / pyramid); and Untitled (wall installation with geometric shape / sphere), each 
in a vintage edition of one.144 
These edition numbers are knowingly imprecise and based on Porter’s own inventory, 
and reflect the retroactive attempts of institutions, collectors, galleries, and curators to account 
for works that existed in multiples. Moreover, the creation of the “vintage edition” conferred a 
historical patina upon the photographs printed in the 1970s, their auratic potential increased by 
 
143 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020. 
144 Studio records, Liliana Porter’s personal archive.  
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virtue of their being rare, temporally distant, and even original. Reflecting on this shifting status, 
Porter notes that they have also became like “documents,” markers of a historic practice.145 
But the story of these works is not one about the authenticity of the edition; as Benjamin 
remarks, “to ask for the ‘authentic’ print makes no sense.”146 So although by this point we might 
say we are dealing in the 1970s “originals” and their 2012 “copies,” I want to suggest that in the 
context of Porter’s practice, this distinction is rather beside the point, and that the photo-drawing-
installations actually confound distinctions like these because they place the photograph into the 
space and temporality of the installation. If the photographs are initially conceived as materials 
that are used to stage hybrid, mixed media, provisional propositions, then it matters little when 
they were printed: it is in the installation as a reiterative method of display that Porter 
paradoxically arrives at her “originals.”   
First, there are some basic choices that must be made in “completing” or staging of one 
of the photo-drawing-installations. Take Untitled (Circle), and let’s assume the artist is not 
present for the installation. Porter provides one of six prints to be placed in the situation. I know 
from her instructions the size of the circle and how I should draw it, but entered into the co-
authorship of the work, my line will bear some of my own subjectivity in its trace. I might 
choose a different weight pencil than the last person to install an iteration of this work. The 
texture of my wall may be a little less smooth than Porter would hope. I may place the 
photograph anywhere along the circle I’d like. On a very basic, material level, in this decision-
 
145 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020. The market agrees: the “vintage edition” of the 
photo-drawing-installations are now some of Porter’s highest-priced works.  
146 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in Art in Theory: 1900-1990, ed. 
Charles Harrison and Paul Wood (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1992), 515. 
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making lies the potential for variation in display. This is intrinsic to the contingency of Porter’s 
approach. 
 Moreover, as drawing and photography inscribe temporality, so too does installation. The 
time of the photograph is a that of a singular past event; but through photography’s reproductive 
function, that past moment is repeatable. As Roland Barthes summarized, “the photograph 
mechanically repeats what could never be repeated existentially.”147 If drawing, on the other 
hand, is understood as the trace of an artistic action, then it seems to mark a moment that always 
already exists in the past tense. Meanwhile, the time of the installation is always unique, even as 
it is repeatable. The critic and philosopher Boris Groys has described how installations, by virtue 
of existing at a particular site at a particular time, depend on the viewer’s present tense in order 
to “unfold.” He goes as far as to call the installation in contemporary art a “reversal” of 
reproduction:  
The installation takes a copy out of an allegedly unmarked, open space of anonymous 
circulation and puts it—even if only temporarily—in a fixed, stable, closed context of 
topologically well-defined “here and now.” And that means that all the objects placed in 
an installation are originals, even when—or precisely when—they circulate outside of the 
installation as copies.148 
Porter’s images (themselves copies, of course) might be thought of, then, as floating 
signifiers that depend on the context of the installation to temporarily construct and stabilize its 
meaning, which is inexorably tied to its physical site. If Groys is correct, then there is no single, 
authentic, or authoritative “original” version of the work: for example, Untitled (Circle) has 
existed at many temporal and spatial intersections, each of them a unique “here and now.” 
 
147 Roland Barthes, trans. Richard Howard, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography (New York: Hill and 
Wang, 2010), 4.  
148 Boris Groys, “The Topology of Contemporary Art,” in Antinomies of Art and Culture: Modernity, Postmodernity, 




Miguel Briante was perceptively attuned to this feature in Porter’s approach, writing in 1991 that 
with “nonseizable images that will not happen again in the same place, Porter questions the 
concept of the work's property. […] There is never an original print nor will there every be a 
final one….[E]ach moment in this process can be repeated in the purest printmaking tradition.”149 
Briante was convinced that Porter’s training as a printmaker was essential to her practice. And, 
like printmaking, installation is reiterative. In this sense, Porter’s works create space for the 
reproductive function of photography and the reiterative gesture of installation to coexist to a 
productive end: the photo-drawing-installations provide a way for presence and present-ness to 
be registered, and erased, again and again. In this way, the photo-drawing-installations are copies 
without an original, or are endless originals produced through a process of repetition.  
Porter’s most recent editions of her 1973 photographs debuted in 2013. When Liliana 
Porter in Conversation with/en conversación con Inés Katzenstein was published by the 
Fundación Cisneros that year, Untitled (Self-portrait with square) was chosen for its cover. Solo 
exhibitions featuring the restaged photo-drawing-installations at two of the artist’s US galleries 
took place: first at Barbara Krakow Gallery (now Krakow Witkin Gallery) in Boston, and then at 
Sicardi Gallery (now Sicardi Ayers Bacino Gallery).150 As these shows helped expand the 
visibility of the 1973 works, both the 2012–13 editions and the “vintage” editions piqued the 
 
149 Miguel Briante, “Among Divergent Mirrors,” in Fotografía y ficción, 225. 
150 At Krakow, the exhibition was Liliana Porter, 1973, and included: Untitled (triangle with one hand | left), 
Untitled (Line), Untitled (Line II), and Untitled (Line) [Horizontal]. See Krakow Witkin Gallery, “Liliana Porter, 
1973,” https://www.krakowwitkingallery.com/exhibitions/liliana-porter-exhibition-2013/. Accessed May 3, 2020.  
Sicardi presented the exhibition Liliana Porter: The Square and other early works, which included: Untitled 
(Circle), Untitled (triangle with one hand | right), The Square, and Untitled (Self-portrait with square). See 
Sicardi Ayers Bacino Gallery, “Liliana Porter: The Square and other early works,” 
http://www.sicardi.com/exhibitions/liliana-porter4. Accessed May 3, 2020. Krakow also brought two of the works to 
the 2013 Art Dealers Association of America show in New York. See Krakow Witkin Gallery, “Art Dealers 
Association of America (ADAA) Show 2013,” https://www.krakowwitkingallery.com/exhibitions/adaa-2013/. 
Accessed May 3, 2020.  
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interest of curators and collectors. For example, in 2014 the Museum of Modern Art, New York 
acquired a 2012–13 edition Untitled (Circle I) through a gift of the prominent Latin American art 
collector Ricardo Steinbruch of São Paulo. Furthermore, the “vintage” 1970s prints have also 
found homes in recent years. All three sets in the vintage edition of Untitled (Triangle) entered 
collections, including that of The Metropolitan Museum, New York. One vintage set of Untitled 
(Geometric Group) was purchased by a private collector, as was one vintage print of Untitled 
(Line) [Horizontal].151  
The acquisitions by MoMA and The Metropolitan Museum reflect how institutions have 
reacted to the so-called “global turn” in museological and curatorial practice, expanding their 
collections and exhibitions to chart a more global art history. At MoMA, the cross-departmental 
C-MAP (Contemporary and Modern Art Perspectives) initiative was founded in 2009 as a 
coalition of staff performing curatorial research on modern and contemporary art in Africa, Asia, 
Central and Eastern Europe, and Latin America. As part of this initiative, MoMA acquired not 
just Untitled (Circle I) but also White (1973), a triptych of photographs using Porter’s hand, and 
Lucca 10 (1972), a photograph with collage. These acquisitions marked Porter’s first in the 
photography collection (previously, her works were only collected by the print department).  
C-MAP’s activity led to the 2015 exhibition Transmissions: Art in Eastern Europe and 
Latin America, 1960–1980. Transmissions was culled from the museum’s growing collection, 
and included Porter’s Untitled (Circle II) and White: as such, it was the first opportunity for 
MoMA to contextualize the artist’s recently-reemerged 1973 production within a larger context. 
The exhibition was structured around the simultaneous, though largely independent, production 
of the 1960s and 70s in its two titular regions. It included some 300 works by artists in cities 
 
151 Studio records, Liliana Porter’s personal archive.  
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ranging from Buenos Aires to Prague—many of whom migrated from their countries of origin 
across a European-Latin American axis152—with appearances by familiar North American and 
European interlocuters who suggest moments of cultural encounter with the “center.”153  
Transmissions evidenced the continuing shift in museological and art historical models 
attempting to draw new maps that can contend with the mobile, global reality of artists working 
after the 1960s. To quote the museum, Transmissions advanced a model based on “cross-cultural 
networks” in which production taking “unorthodox and ephemeral art forms” circulated 
“independently of traditional institutional and market forces” to “suggest counter-
geographies.”154 Untitled (Circle I) was installed on the same wall with photographic works by 
the Hungarian artist Dóra Maurer (Tracing Space I, Tracing Space II, and Plan, 1979, Figure 29) 
and the Romanian artist Greta Brătescu (The Studio. Invocation of the Drawing, 1979, Figure 
30), both of which mapped space and took the artists’ studios as sites for aesthetic 
experimentation.155  
 
152 For example: Gego (Germany to Venezuela) and Mira Schendel (Switzerland to the former Yugoslavia to Brazil); 
or Lygia Clark (Brazil to France) and Julio Le Parc (Argentina to France). 
153 For example: Daniel Buren (France), Piero Manzoni (Italy), and Ellsworth Kelly (US).  
154 The Museum of Modern Art, “Transmissions: Art in Eastern Europe and Latin America, 1960–1980,” 2015. 
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1532. Accessed April 20, 2020. This framework owes a debt to the 
curatorial network models that developed out of Mari Carmen Ramírez’s Heterotopías. Medio siglo sin lugar 1918–
1968 (Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, 2000), which was reformulated and restaged as Inverted 
Utopias: Avant-Garde Art in Latin America (Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 2004); and out of Global 
Conceptualism (Queens Museum of Art, 1999). For an assessment of how Transmissions fell short in drawing out 
the specific relationships between artworks in favor of a “global” narrative, see Ileana L. Selejan, “Incident 
Transgressions: A Review of Transmissions: Art in Eastern Europe and Latin America, 1960–1980,” ARTMargins 
vol 5 no 2 (June 2016): 87–104. For a critique of the network model advanced by Ramírez as it pertains to Latin 
American art, see Daniel R. Quiles, “Exhibition as Network, Network as Curator: Canonizing Art from ‘Latin 
America,’” Artl@s Bulletin 3, no. 1 (2014): Article 7. 
155 Installation images for Transmissions: Art in Eastern Europe and Latin America, 1960–1980, The Museum of 
Modern Art. https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1532. Accessed April 20, 2020. For more on the research 
that informed the exhibition, see the extensive Transmissions in Art from Eastern Europe and Latin America, 1960–
1980: Research Files, led by Zanna Gilbert and Magdalena Moskalewicz as part of Post, an online resource run by 
the Museum of Modern Art: http://post.at.moma.org/themes/23-transmissions-in-art-from-eastern-europe-latin-




That the photo-drawing-installations had been successfully recovered was to be self-
evident by the autumn of 2017, when three exhibitions held simultaneously on opposite coasts of 
the US included Porter’s 1973 work. These shows had widely different aims: one a dizzying 
array of art by Latin American women, one a survey of over a hundred years of photography in 
Argentina, and one career-spanning survey that would mark Porter’s first in New York in 
twenty-five years. Each show tells us something about how these works are now being 
reconsidered. 
First, Porter literally became a face of the high-profile critical triumph Radical Women: 
Latin American Art, 1960–1985 at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles: Untitled (Self-portrait 
with square) was printed wall-size in vinyl behind windows facing Westwood Boulevard. The 
image was again enlarged and installed inside the museum in a corridor, dwarfing visitors as they 
passed between the galleries of the exhibition. Writing for Artforum, Daniel R. Quiles called the 
photograph an “antiessentialist emblem.”156 Quiles’s term is useful: Porter’s works eschew the 
notion that things have any underlying, authoritative thing-ness that makes them what they are. 
Reflecting on her self-portrait recently, the artist attributed its relevance and high visibility in 
Radical Women to the lack of easy resolution in her expression: she is at once youthful, 
impassive, mischievous, defiant.157 What the exhibition’s curators, Cecelia Fajardo-Hill and 
Andrea Giunta, seemed to suggest by choosing Porter’s work to install so prominently was that 
radicality as an artistic mode (and “woman” as an identity-marker) might be similarly polyvalent 
and complex.  
 
156 Daniel Quiles, “‘Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960-1985’: Hammer Museum,” Artforum vol. 56, no. 5 
(January 2018), Accessed April 20, 2020. https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/201801/radical-women-latin-
american-art-1960-1985-73192 
157 Liliana Porter, conversation with the author, February 3, 2020. 
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 Such un-resolvability knit together the exhibition of over 200 works by some 120 artists 
and collectives with an extraordinarily wide range of practices and representational approaches, 
springing from different geographies and temporalities yet all anchored by the notion of the 
political body. Organized around thematic sections—the self-portrait, the relationship between 
the body and landscape, the erotic, the performative body, feminisms, and social spaces—
Radical Women offered a picture of women’s artistic production with extraordinary room for 
heterogenous and open works. A small grouping of Porter’s 1973 works—Untitled (Self-portrait 
with square II) and Untitled (Hands with Triangle), alongside the two photo-drawing-
installations Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], and Untitled (Line II)—appeared in the section called 
“Mapping the Body,” which was organized as “a rediscovery and reconceptualization of the 
female body in relation to both society and the self.”158 In the wall label for Porter’s works, the 
curators argued that her photographic works “problematize the face and body, and the ways in 
which we represent ourselves,” and that Porter’s line “becomes a device to fragment and 
deconstruct the body.”159 Radical Women opened at the Hammer in September 2017 and ran 
through December, then traveled to the Brooklyn Museum, New York and the Pinacoteca de São 
Paulo in 2018. In the avalanche of press that followed the exhibition along its tour, Porter’s 
images appear routinely as emblematic. The Los Angeles Times’s critic read the present/absent 
body that articulates Porter’s graphite line on the wall and anchor her “elegant, conceptually 
 
158 Wall text for “Mapping the Body” in Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960–1985, Hammer Museum, Los 
Angeles. See also Cecilia Fajardo-Hill and Andrea Giunta, eds., Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960–1985 
(Los Angeles: Hammer Museum, 2017). 
159 Liliana Porter wall label in in Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960–1985, Hammer Museum, Los Angeles. 
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marvelous photographs” as a metaphor for the absence of women artists from the institutional 
gallery space writ large.160  
Radical Women was part of the 2017–2018 iteration of the Getty Institute initiative 
Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA. Far-reaching and ambitious, this high-profile initiative centered 
Latin American and Latinx art in exhibitions at collaborating institutions across Southern 
California. As the same time that Porter’s self-portrait confronted viewers at the Hammer, 
Untitled (Circle III) was also installed across Los Angeles at the J. Paul Getty Museum for 
Photography in Argentina 1850–2010: Contradiction and Continuity. This sweeping exhibition 
was organized by Judith Keller and Idurre Alonso, both of the Getty, running from September 
through January 2018. It traced a history of over 150 years of photography in Argentina through 
an overarching theme of constructed photographs. The curators here defined “constructed 
photographs” as a flexible and wide-ranging category they described as narrative tableaux or 
staged performances enacted for the camera.161 Untitled (Circle III), installed head on at the 
entrance of a small room, beckoned visitors into the small room housing a grouping of work 
called “The Aesthetic Gesture.” This section included “conceptual work of artists from the 1960s 
and 1970s” operated by “pointing out” everyday objects, situations, and events as potential sites 
for aesthetic and political experience.162 
Though Photography in Argentina did not quite contend with the complex transnational 
conditions that the artists in “The Aesthetic Gesture” were working under, it nonetheless moved 
 
160 “Review: ‘Radical Women’ at the Hammer Museum is a startling show you need to see, maybe twice,” Los 
Angeles Times. September 30, 2017. https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-et-cm-radical-women-hammer-
20170930-htmlstory.html.  
161 See Idurre Alonso and Judith Keller, eds., Photography in Argentina 1850–2010: Contradiction and Continuity 
(Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2017).  




the framing of Untitled (Circle III) in a productive direction. Alongside the site-marking Tape 
Project work by Jaime Davidovich; Alberto Greco’s ephemeral vivo-dito actions that were 
documented with photographs; and Osvaldo Romberg’s photographs deconstructing and marking 
his body, issues of site, performativity, and the body were brought to the fore. The very title of 
Ana Longoni and Natalia Fortuny’s catalogue essay covering this section of the show, “Putting 
the Body: Captured Gestures, Presences, and Drifts,” reflects this argument—and begins to 
consider how “drifts” and “presences” might be charted in the world.163  
 Finally, a well-received survey called Liliana Porter: Other Situations was mounted by 
the Savannah College of Art and Design Museum of Art. Other Situations ran August 17, 2107 
to January 7, 2018—overlapping with Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA—and capping what 
amounted to a banner year Porter.164 The show would travel to El Museo del Barrio in New York 
a year later, accompanied by a newly-commissioned theatre performance created in collaboration 
with artist Ana Tiscornia and presented at the renowned performance art space The Kitchen. In 
New York, Other Situations was Porter’s first solo presentation at a museum in over twenty-five 
years. Other Situations was deliberately non-linear, featuring thirty works from 1973 to the 
present and emphasizing what the press release called the “fundamental distinction that Porter 
creates between the notions of ‘narrative’ and ‘situation’.” It asserted that in these situations, the 
“past and future of an action becomes irrelevant.”165 The exhibition, curated by Humberto Moro, 
 
163 See Ana Longoni and Natalia Fortuny, “Putting the Body: Captured Gestures, Presences, and Drifts,” in 
Photography in Argentina 1850–2010, 271–282. The essay, unfortunately, does not discuss Porter. Moreover, the 
wall label for Untitled (Circle III) described the work as a portrayal of “a hand and a line” that playfully engaged 
“the limits of illusion.” In the context of the other work in this room, the label falls short of drawing out the 
specificity of the work’s production.   
164 The same year, Porter exhibited new work in the Pavilion of Time and Infinity in the 57th Venice Biennale.  
165 Savannah College of Art and Design Museum of Art, “Liliana Porter: Other Situations,” 2017. 
https://www.scadmoa.org/exhibitions/2017/other-situations. Accessed April 22, 2020.   
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prominently featured “significant” 1973 works—Untitled (Circle I) and Untitled (Triangle), The 
Square, and Untitled (Self-portrait with square)—giving them unequivocal and renewed 
prominence within Porter’s oeuvre. Like other curators had in the aforementioned exhibitions 
this season, SCAD’s press release hinted that Porter’s works “alluded to space and the body.”166  
What can this co-incidence of exhibitions, and their frameworks, tell us about the 
relevance of Porter’s 1973 work in the last five years? One key message is that the body is a site 
of particular urgency, and that Porter’s photo-drawing-installations lay bare a corporeal 
awareness as much as they do intellectual process. Other Situations, Radical Women, and 
Photography in Argentina each had distinct interests, goals, and ends, but each was attuned to 
the same quality of Porter’s 1973 work: that it announces presence. The success of Radical 
Women was that it made room for various radicalities even as it worked from a very familiar 
subject matter of the gendered body. Here, Fajardo-Hill and Giunta embraced the subversive 
potential of awkward hyphenated approaches, of playfulness and humor, of putting the body into 
situations to see what happens. A framework like this recovers a politics of presence in Porter’s 
1973 work: an embodied conceptualism that decisively proclaims the artist’s presence in the 
world, inviting identification. Meanwhile, MoMA’s Transmissions posited that the dispersal of 
artworks and the porousness of borders were emergent conditions of artistic production in the 
1960s and 70s. Despite its shortcomings, this transnational, networked model reflects an attempt 
to draw alternative maps that can contend with vast global realities. The participation of United 
(Circle I) in that conversation is instructive because it evidences a specific mode of production 
that emerged from those conditions, locating the site of artistic action not in the closed space of 





Porter’s inclusion in these exhibitions since 2015 marks significant contribution to the 
historicization of her place in the early 1970s, and issues of the body, representation, and 
performativity are now at the fore of the discussion surrounding her work. The photo-drawing-
installations reemerged while curators, critics, and historians intensified their grappling with how 
to productively engage the multiplicity of histories, localities, and subjectivities that lie beneath 
maps like “Latin America” and “conceptualism.” Even as models like Mari Carmen Ramírez’s or 
Luis Camnitzer’s “ideological conceptualism” did important work to bring attention to the 
production of Latin American artists during the 1990s and early 2000s, persistently open works 
like Porter’s may have been lost in the shuffle. As this chapter shows, the 2012–14 restaging of 
the 1973 work reveals just how much the maps have shifted, both within the artist’s own oeuvre 
and within the wider art world. As the time between the works’ conception and their subsequent 
instances of display has widened, Porter has rearticulated the terms of the photo-drawing-
installations, which have also shifted to accommodate the new economic and institutional 
context in which she works. In years to come, 2017 may be seen as a tipping point in the 
recognition of the photo-drawing-installations. Through their sheer flexibility, reproducibility, 
and corporeality these works have the potential to point as much to a historically-specific 













It would be impossible for me, or any scholar, to tell a complete story of Liliana Porter’s 
photo-drawing-installations—how they were conceived, appeared on walls or ceilings, how they 
were encountered by viewers, and destroyed; how their photographs rested and waited in storage, 
crossed oceans, changed hands, were lost and remade. It would be impossible to trace each of the 
variations in form they may have taken. After all, by their very nature, they are unfixed and 
constantly re-negotiated propositions. Susan Tallman, in assessing the multiple in the 1960s and 
70s, asks, “If context is everything, how is the artist to deal with a form that is expected to exist 
in many places at once and mean, more or less, the same thing in each?”167 It may simply be that 
this is not the burden of Porter’s artworks at all. This thesis has examined Porter’s work of the 
early 1970s through its fundamental condition of multiplicity. In writing the first narrative of the 
photo-drawing-installations, I have aimed to illuminate their production, reception, and restaging 
to show how they came to exist, how they have circulated (and disappeared, and reemerged), and 
how they have been inscribed into various dialogues. Seeing these works not as fixed and 
resolved, but as unstable situations that unfold continually in the present moment and site in 
which they are displayed, can only add texture and complexity to Porter’s oeuvre.  
Chapter one showed how Porter’s photo-drawing-installations were conceived out of the 
artist’s work with the NYGW, which exploited the possibilities of printmaking to produce a 
cascading series of multiples. In this period, Porter developed a hybrid practice involving open-
edition prints and site-responsive environments, generating contingent works that existed as 
propositions and awaited activation or completion; they were also, crucially, repeatable and 
highly mobile. Examining how the photo-drawing-installations were made shows that Porter 
 
167 Tallman, The Contemporary Print, 118. 
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likewise conceived of these works as multiples that could easily move through the highly 
networked art world of the early 1970s. Beginning with a set of photographs that she could 
replicate as needed, Porter integrated her images into installations through an embodied drawing 
practice. The result was a series of ephemeral and precarious installations in which the gallery 
wall was as much a protagonist of the work as the photographs with which she began.  
Following the idea that works like these depend on instances of display to reach their full 
expression, chapter two traced the movement of the photo-drawing-installations during the 1970s 
to examine how they may have been rendered visible in various contexts. It shows how Porter’s 
deliberate flexibility with the material formats and hybridity of the works allowed them to 
signify variably according to the divergent desires of critics and curators who were writing them 
into a specific historical moment in different localities. Despite this, discourses of conceptual art 
were never far behind in conditioning the perception of the works. Still, the relative strangeness 
of these hybrid and contingent situations left them relatively obscure in the following decades. 
 Porter’s revisiting of these works, forty years after she first made them, is the focus of 
chapter three. Here, I chronicled how she re-printed her 1973 photographs and rearticulated the 
presentational terms of the photo-drawing-installations, clarifying their possible permutations. 
Furthermore, Porter created the category of the “vintage edition” for her remaining 1970s prints. 
Even so, through her use of the installation as a medium Porter destabilizes the logic of her 
1970s “original” photographs and their 2012 “copies”: the installation is a space that unfolds in 
the present tense, allowing her to generate new “originals” each time the works are staged. 
Finally, the recent renewal of interest in these works shows how they are being inscribed into 
new dialogues around the body, performativity, and alternative subjectivities. 
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One overarching theme of this thesis has been how the 1960s and 70s and Latin 
American art have been historicized. In particular, it reveals how tensions between “global” 
tendencies and site-specific contexts have attended the photo-drawing-installations all along, 
and how conceptualism often mediated those dialogues. We have seen that in the 1970s, 
Porter’s works could be variably read as belonging to “international,” “Latin American,” or 
“New York” taxonomies depending on the desires of those creating the exhibition contexts in 
which they were presented. What this lays bare is the constructed-ness of these organizing 
principles. Instead of considering Porter as an artist working from a fundamentally peripheral 
position, we might consider her as an artist working from a position of hybridity and 
multiplicity: she negotiated multiple geographies, cultures, and identities. So, too, do the 
photo-drawing-installations thrive in their hyphenation. This is why these works are so 
important to the project of expanding—or, perhaps more accurately, decentering—canonical art 
historical models. Such revision is the aim of the Museum of Modern Art’s aforementioned 
Contemporary and Modern Art Perspectives (C-MAP) initiative. Porter’s 2015 entry into 
MoMA’s collection in the context of the C-MAP project signals that the time has come to 
reassess these works under other criteria than those of origin, influence, or novelty, which have 
built the Euro/North American-centric canon and underpinned the discourses of centers and 
peripheries. If the C-MAP-associated exhibition Transmissions: Art in Eastern Europe and 
Latin America, 1960–1980 is difficult to assess—with its horizontal, synchronous approach to 
two economically, culturally, and politically distinct “peripheries”—I would argue that this 
results from the fact that the practices C-MAP is now turning toward challenge our approaches 
to art history and museum practice. How do we deal with the intermedia, mobile characteristics 
of artworks moving through the circuits of the 1960s and 70s? How do we consider them 
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attentively and curiously, on their own terms rather than as metonyms for regions, periods, or 
styles? How do we translate the untranslatable—or embrace the misunderstandings, slippages, 
and losses inherent in the movement of artworks out of their original time and place and into 
others? How to handle specificity without falling prey to “identity cartographies” or 
homogenizing generalizations? At this point, I would argue that the difficult task lies with a 
critical remapping: revising the very notion of a center by considering dispersion and multiplicity 
to be generative components of modern and contemporary art production.  
Why has it taken so long for the photo-drawing-installations to be brought to the fore? 
Considering the shifting historiographic landscapes of conceptualism, Latin American art, and 
“the global” occurring since the 1990s, it seems that there was not until recently a discursive 
model to think through the complexity of Porter’s production and context in the early 1970s. In 
1998, Porter and Howardena Pindell reunited twenty-five years after Pindell assisted in 
coordinatng Porter’s “Projects” exhibition at MoMA in 1973. During an interview conducted for 
the exhibition publication Pindell asked Porter in succession about influence and place:  
Pindell: A number of catalogues mention the influence of minimalism on your work. 
Porter: I’ve been called a minimalist because my work was so spare. I don’t know if it’s 
true. People think because there is nothing it’s minimal.  
[…] 
Pindell: In the catalogues, a number of writers mention that they felt the [empty, white] 
space had to do with Buenos Aires and the pampas. 
Porter: I didn’t live in the pampas. I lived in the middle of the city.168 
 
168 Liliana Porter and Howardena Pindell, “A Conversation with Liliana Porter,” in Liliana Porter: Arte Poetica: A 
Selection of Works from 1968 to 1997. (Stony Brook, NY: University Art Gallery, Staller Center for the Arts, 1999), 
unpaginated. Pindell is eliding several writers’ positions in her recollection—and my review of catalogues found no 
substantiated claims of the influence of Minimalism on Porter’s work—but her specific comment about the Pampas 
surely comes from Charles Merewether’s essay published in Fragments of the Journey. Merewether is discussing 
Porter’s use of white space when he says, “There is no clear dimensionality. This describes not only Borges’s 




 This exchange critically summarizes how our existing cartographies of knowledge can 
flatten out the specific subjectivities, histories, and conditions of production that more often than 
not make narratives more complicated. Indeed, our reliance on spatial and discursive maps is 
challenged by Porter’s works: they have always seemed to exist in many places and contexts at 
once. Here, the binaries that so often organize our thinking—here/there, center/periphery, 
original/copy, then/now—become less stable. Porter’s photo-drawing-installations are as 
beautiful as they are beguiling. Works such as these, deliberately unresolved and constantly 
renegotiated, are productive because they short-circuit an array of categorizing impulses: of 
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Figure 1  Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
















Figure 3  To Be Wrinkled and Thrown Away, 1969. Offset print on paper with offset 











Figure 4  Shadow for Two Olives, 1969. One in a set of four offset cards and envelopes sent 
from Instituto Torcuato Di Tella, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Each card 4 ¼ × 5 3/8 








Figure 5 To Be Wrinkled and Thrown Away, 1969. Six blocks of letter size copy paper 








Figure 6 Shadows, installed at the Instituto Torcuato Di Tella, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 







Figure 7 Wrinkle Environment, installed at the Museo de Bellas Artes, Caracas, 1969. Offset 









Figure 8 Untitled (Nails), 1972, installed at the Museum of Modern Art, New York. 












































Figure 13  Untitled (Porter and Camnitzer with drawing), 1973. Gelatin silver print, 11 ½ × 12 












Figure 14 Untitled (Triangle), 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 










Figure 15a. Untitled (Circle I), 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
















     
 
    
 
    
 
 
Figure 15b. All six iterations of the photographs used in Untitled (Circle), 1973. These are now 
known as follows. Top: Untitled (Circle I) and Untitled (Circle II); middle: 
Untitled (Circle III) and Untitled (Circle IV); bottom: Untitled (Circle VI) and 








Figure 16 Untitled (Geometric Group), 1973. Gelatin silver photograph with graphite on wall. 
Photographs 8 × 10 inches. Overall dimensions variable; photographs 










Figure 17  Douglas Huebler, Duration Piece #7, 1973. Fourteen black and white photographs 
and statement. Overall dimensions 39 ¼ × 32 ½ inches. Published in Jeremy 
Gilbert-Rolfe, “Douglas Huebler’s Recent Work,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 






Figure 18  Victor Burgin, Photopath, 1969. Photographic print. Published in Roelof Louw, 
“Victor Burgin: Language and Perception,” Artforum vol. 12, no. 6 










Figure 19 Porter installing a version of Untitled (Circle I) on a collector’s ceiling. Published 
in Paul S. Newman, “Why Do You Collect Art?” The Alternative Center News 










Figure 20 Jan Dibbets, Perspective Correction, My Studio I, 2: Square with 2 Diagonals on 
Wall, 1969. Gelatin silver emulsion on canvas. 45 7/16 × 45 9/16 inches. The 









Figure 21 The cover of the catalogue for Porter’s 1974 solo exhibition at Museo de Arte 
Moderno, Bogotá. Documents of Latin American and Latino Art, International 








Figure 22 The image used in Untitled (Line) [Horizontal], here turned on its side, published in 
the catalogue for Porter’s 1974 solo exhibition at Museo de Arte Moderno, Bogotá. 
Documents of Latin American and Latino Art, International Center for the Arts of 






Figure 23  A version of the photo-drawing-installations illustrated in the catalogue for 27 
grabados hispanoamericanos en la Bienal de Ibiza: Sala de Exposiciones del 






Figure 24 Bulletin published by Centro de Arte y Comunicación (CAyC), Buenos Aires, 

















Figure 25  Untitled (Line), 1973. Photograph and graphite on wall. Photograph printed 2012. 
Photograph: 7 7/8 × 9 7/8 inches. Overall installation dimensions variable; graphite 







Figure 26 Untitled (Line II), 1973. Photograph and graphite on wall. Photograph printed 2012. 
Photograph: 7 7/8 × 9 7/8 inches. Overall installation dimensions variable; graphite 







Figure 27  Untitled (Triangle with one hand | left), 1973. Photograph and graphite on wall. 
Photograph printed 2012. Photograph: 7 7/8 × 9 7/8 inches. Overall installation 
dimensions variable; graphite approximately 40 inches on each side. Edition: 5 + 2 











Figure 28 The Line, 2011. Portfolio of five gelatin silver prints with black ink. 12 3/5 × 10 3/5 







Figure 29 Dóra Maurer, Tracing Space I, Tracing Space II, and Plan, 1979. Gelatin silver 
prints on cardboard and graphite on paper. 27 1/2 × 39 7/16 inches; 27 1/2 × 39 








Figure 30  Geta Brătescu, The Studio. Invocation of the Drawing, 1979. Gelatin silver prints 
with tempera on paper. 33 1/16 × 27 9/16 inches. The Museum of Modern Art, New 
York. 
 
 
 
